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SCATTERING OF SCALAR FIELDS 
BY SPHERICAL GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE 
By A. BACHELOT 
ABSTRACT. - We study the scattering of a scalar field, massive or massless, by a collapsing spherical star. The 
main point of interest is the infinite Doppler effect measured by an observer, at rest in Schwarzschild coordinates. 
We construct the functional framework associated with this phenomenon, and we prove the existence and strong 
asymptotic completeness of the wave operators describing the scattering of the field by the space-time curvature 
and the asymptotically characteristic moving boundary of the star. 
Introduction 
Since the initial works by J. Dimock and B. S. Kay [7, 81 on the D’Alembertian on the 
Schwarzschild metric, several studies in this domain have been made, and the rigorous 
mathematical analysis of the scattering of classical fields by an eternal Black-Hole, is at 
present well founded: the asymptotic behaviour of fields at infinity and at the horizon have 
been investigated for massless or massive scalar fields [2, 7, 81, Dirac’s equation [12], 
Maxwell’s system [l], the Regge-Wheeler equation [3] and the non linear Klein-Gordon 
equation [ 133. 
On the other hand, the scattering by a realistic Black-Hole, i.e. created by a gravitational 
collapse, has not been considered by mathematicians yet. This case is physically very 
important, particularly as far as quantum effects are concerned, and numerous papers by 
physicists are devoted to quantum scattering (e.g. Fredenhagen and Haag [9], Hawking [lo], 
Wald [16], for a review see e.g. Birrel and Davis [4]). Nevertheless, a precise mathematical 
analysis is missing and the purpose of this paper is to study the scattering of classical 
scalar fields by a black-hole in formation. A subsequent work will deal with quantum 
fields. Note that we adopt the hypotheses of linear approximation, i.e. fields are influence 
by space-time curvature, but the back-reaction on the metric is neglected. We refer to 
Y. Choquet-Bruhat [S] for the framework of the hyperbolic equations on manifold, and 
D. Christodoulou [6] for a non linear model of collapse with scalar field. 
Following our previous works, we adopt the point of view of the “fiducial observers”, 
that is to say, we describe the scattering of the fields, as they are seen by an observer at 
rest in the Schwarzschild coordinates, outside the Black-Hole. For a collapsing star that 
becomes a black-hole, the crucial phenomenon is an injkiinite Doppler effect measured by 
this observer. From the mathematical point of view, we have a problem of hyperbolic 
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scattering where the geometric features defining the perturbation are, firstly, a potential, 
due to the space time curvature, and secondly, a moving obstacle, that is the star boundary. 
In the Schwarzschild coordinates, this obstacle seems to reach asymptotically the speed of 
the light, and it is therefore necessary to construct a suitable functional framework (Hilbert 
space 7fi (V, t) of part II), that is a significant new aspect which does not exist in the 
case of eternal black-hole. This setting is drastically different from the classical scattering 
theory by potential and moving bounded obstacle (see e.g. V. Petkov [14]). 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the collapse of a contracting spherical star, with 
null electric charge, and a reflecting boundary (Dirichlet condition). But our method could 
be easily adapted to the (De Sitter-) Reissner Nordstrom Black-Hole, and the Neumann 
or Robin boundary conditions. 
We consider a scalar field Xl? on the exterior space-time R outisde a spherical star of mass 
M > 0. In spherical coordinates (t, T, 0, cp) E R x [0, co[x[O, 7r] x [0, 27r[, Q is given by: 
(1) 0 = {(t, T, w) E R x [O, m[xS2, T > p(t)}, 
where 5” is the Euclidean two sphere and p (t) > 2 M is the radius of the star at time t. 
According to the Birkhoff theorem, the metric on R is just the Schwarzschild metric g 
associated with a spherical black-hole of radius 2 M: 
Then 9 is solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 
(3) (0, + m2) 9 = 0, 
where m 1 0 is the mass of the field and Cl, f = ]g]-li2 8, (]g]1/2 gpv 8, f) is the 
D’ Alembertian for the Schwarzschild metric g. 
We assume the Dirichlet condition on the boundary of the star (“moving mirror”): 
(4) 9 = 0 on x2 = {(t, T, w) E w x [O, m[xS2, T = p(t)}. 
We introduce the Regge-Wheeler tortoise radial coordinate T, defined by 
(3 
and we put 
T, =r+2MLog(r-2M( 
(6) teR, z(t)=p(t)+2MLog[p(t)-2M]. 
Then 9 = 9 (t, T,, w) satisfies 
[ 
(32 c r 
(7) --&gT2&+ 
at2 * * 
(1-q (-$As2+d)]8=0. 
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in 
(8) Q = ((6 T*, w) E Iw x R x s2, r* > z(t)) 
and 
(9) qt, cd) E R! x s2, 9 (t, z (t), cd) = 0. 
Here As2 stands for the Laplacian on the Euclidean two sphere S2 and T > 2 M is an 
implicit function of r*. Now taking advantage of the spherical invariance, we expand 9 
on the hilbertian basis of L2 (S2), composed of the spherical harmonics, Yr, m (w): 
(10) Q (6 r*, 4 = 5 & qm (6 r*&n (4. 
z=o m=-2 
Then ~1,~ (t, T*) = T . Ql,m (t, T*) is solution of: 
(11) 
{’ 
“-&+(1-y) (qJ+y+d)] ,+%=o, 
at2 
tER, r* > 2 (t), 
(12) V’tER, qm(t,r*=Z(t))=O, 
and to investigate the scattering or (7), (9) we have to develop the whole scattering 
theory for (ll), (12). 
This paper is organised as follows: in the first part we state the assumptions of a generic 
spherical collapse; in the second part, we introduce our new functional framework, and 
study the mixed problem (1 l), (12). In the third part we prove the existence and asymptotic 
completeness of the wave operators describing the role of the moving boundary by respect 
to the asymptotic stationary regions. The main results are presented in part four: we 
construct the wave operators at the future black-hole horizon and at the flat infinity, taking 
account of the long range interaction of the gravitation. 
I. Mathematical model of a gravitational collapse 
We investigate the reasonable assumptions of a generic collapse. First, at each 
Schwarzschild-time t the radius of the star is greater than the radius of the Black-Hole 
which emerges at t = +oc: 
(1.1) VtcW, p(t)>2M and tlimrn p(t) = 2M. + 
To make this hypothesis more precise, we introduce the Kruskal coordinates: 
(1.2) 
T = 8Me’*‘4Msh(t/4M), X = 8Me’*14”ch(t/4M) for r > 2M, 
T = 8Me’*‘4Mch(t/4M), X = -8Me’*/4Msh(t/4M) for r < 2M, 
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The star boundary is given by some function F related to z: 
(I.31 X = F(T) e T, = z (t). 
On the one hand, F being assumed regular enough, i.e. 
(I.41 F E C2 (lb), 
the world line of the surface of the star must be time-like and for simplicity we assume 
that the star always contracts: 
(I.3 VTER. -I < -&F(T) 10. 
On the other hand, (1.1) means that the future event horizon is created at some positive 
Kruskal-time To : 
(1.6) 3T0 ~10, CC& F (I;,) = To, T < To + F (T) > ITI. 
PROPOSITION I. 1. - Assuming (1.4), (1.5) (1.6), function 2 satisfies 
(I.71 2 E c2 (R), 
(1.8) z(t)= -t-Ae-2”“+B+<(t), 0 < A, /C(t)/ + Ii(t)/ = O(e--4Kt), 
vt E R. -1 < i(t) 5 0. 
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t and r~ is the sugace gravity 
(I. 10) K; = (4M)-l. 
Since we are mainly concerned with the future formation of the Black-Hole, we make 
no subtle hypothesis on the behaviour of the star in the past and we simply assume some 
asymptotically stationary state in the past, approached rapidly enough: 
z E c” (1 - al, o[). 3 pm .z (t) = c. 
(1.11) 
z(t) - c, i(t), i(t), z (t) E L1 (1 - 00, 01). 
With suitable translations on t and r+ we can suppose without loss of generality that 
(I. 12) B = 0, c=o 
and we denote 
(I. 13) z (0) = zo 5 0. 
Then our hypotheses on the geometrical framework are (1.7) to (1.13). 
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Now we point out an important property of the globally hyperbolic manifold R. The 
characteristic submanifold y of Sz 
(1.14) y = {(t, 7’*; w) E R x R x s2, T* + t = O} 
will play a peculiar role. Given w. E S2 and z > z (0), the (incoming) ray 
(1.15) Yin (x:1 WI) = {(t, T*, wo) E R, ?-* + t = x} 
goes through the future Black-Hole horizon if x > 0. If z. < z < 0, it hits the surface 
of the star at time 7 (z) defined by 
(1.16) 5 - .z (7 (x)) = 7- (TX). 
and according to the geometrical optic, the reflected ray 
(1.17) “iout (2, wo) = {(t, T*, wo) E R, T, - t = z (T (x)) - 7 (x)} 
goes to the infinity. For z = 0, the ray Tin (0, wa) stays inside y at each finite Schwarzschild 
time t, hits the surface of the star at t = co, and then stays into the future horizon. Therefore 
in Schwarzschild’s coordinates (t , T* , w), y seems to be a caustic on which the energy 
of the fields coming from the future infinity can accumulate by infinite Doppler effect, 
and the star boundary dR seems to be asymptotically characteristic, although both these 
aspects are fictitious and due to the choice of coordinates as we can see with the Kruskal 
coordinates. We end this section by stating some properties of the function r (x). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. - Assuming (1.7) to (I. 13), function 7 (x) given by (1.16) is well dejined 
und satisfies 
(1.18) 7 E c2 ([zo, O[z), 
(1.19) 
(1.20) T (x) = -(2 K)-’ log (-x) + (2 K)-’ log (A) + 0 (z), x+0-, 
(1.21) 1+ z (r(x)) = -2 IFLE + 0 (x2), z -+ o-. 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. - We apply the theorem of implicit functions for solving 
G (T, X) =_ F(T) - X = 0. We calculate 
-&G -F’F+T 
-= FIT--F’ 8-e G 
F’_= &F. 
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(1.5) and (1.6) give 
F’T-F<JTI-ITI=O, 
(F’T - F)’ - (-F’F + T)’ = (F2 - T2) (1 - F’2) > 0, 
which implies the existence of z (t) satisfying (1.3), (1.7), (1.9). To prove (1.8) we make a 
limited expansion of function F near T = To: 
F (T) = F (To) + (T - To) F’ (To) + @ (T), 
@ E c2, (T - To)-~ + (T)? (T - T&l @’ (T) E Co (W,). 
By using (1.2), (1.3) we obtain 
z(t) = -t+41Mlog(T0/4&!) 
’ + F’ CT01 e--t/2 M 
1 - F’ (To) 
We develop the logarithmic terms and derive 
(1.22) z (t) = -t + 4 M log (To/4 1M) - 4 M 1 + F’ (To) e-t/2 M 
1 - F’ (To) 
+ e-t’M R(t) + S(T), 
with 
R, dR/dt E Co n L” (R,+), (T - To)-” S(T)> (T - To)-’ S’ (T) E Co (Iw,). 
Then, replacing T+ by (1.22) in (1.2), we deduce that 
(1.23) T (T* = z(t), t) - To = 0 (e-t’2M), t++CO. 
Moreover we have 
(1.24) 4M$T(r, =z(t), t)=Ti(t)+F(T), 
and following (1.22): 
1 + F’ cTd 
’ ct> = -’ + 2 1 _ F, (To) e 
-t/2 M + 0 (eetlM) + 0 [(T - TO) (Ti (t) + F(T))], 
hence using (1.23), (1.24): 
i(t) = -1 + 0 (e-‘laM), f T (T, = z (t), t) = 0 (e-‘I’“). 
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Finally we conclude that 
z(t) = -t+4Mlog(Ta/4M)-4M ’ + F’ &J) e-t/Z M + 0 (&M), 
1 - F’ (To) 
’ @) = -’ + 2 1 _ F’ (To) 
1 + F’ CT(J) &z M + 0 (e-t/M). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. - We solve equation 
(1.25) z (T (x)) + 7 (x) = 2 
using the theorem of implicit functions to obtain (1.18). Now taking the derivative and 
using (1.9), we have 
(1.26) 2 = [l + i(r)]-’ >_ 1. 
(1.25) and (1.8) give as z -+ 0: 
x = -Ae-= nr(z) + 0 (e-4dq, 1 + Z (7 (z)) = -~KZ + 0 (e-4nr(z)), 
T(X) = -(SK)-‘log(-z)+ (2~)~‘log(A) +log(l+O(e-2”‘(“))), 
0 (e- 2-q) = 0 (x), 
1+ d(~(s)) = -2~.z+ O(e-4sT(2)), 0 (e-4nr(z)) = 0 (x2), x -+ 0. 
Q.E.D. 
II. The propagator for the mixed problem 
To make clear the role of the moving boundary, we investigate the general case of the 
one dimensional wave equation with potential, and asymptotically characteristic moving 
boundary. For any real s fixed, we consider the mixed problem 
(II. 1) @U-~~u+Vu=O, in R’ - {(t, cc) E W2, x > z(t)}, 
(11.2) u (t, x (4) = 0, t E Iw, 
(11.3) u (3, x) = f (x), at ‘u (s, x) = P(X), 2 > z (s), 
where the function z satisfies assumptions (1.7) to (1.13), and the potential V is given 
such that: 
(11.4) v(t, x) E cl (R, x RF)) 0 < v (t, x). 
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For a collapsing star, the relevant potential, associated with equation (1 I), is: 
(11.5) 
z=r+2Mlog(r-2M). r>2M; IEN. 
The solution of (11.1-2) is formally expressed by means of a propagator UT- (t, s): 
“(u(t), d, u (t)) = uv (t> s) [‘(u(s), at u(s))], U,- (t. t) = Id, t. s E R. 
To study this operator we introduce the Hilbert space 7-L (V? t), completion of 
[Cr (1,~ (t), co[)]” for the norm 
(11.6) IIV, P)ll& (V, t) = .1,1 I& f12 + IPI2 + v 0) If I2 kc. 
We now introduce another family of Hilbert spaces, for which the propagator is an isometry 
when the potential is null, and this will play a fundamental role. We define ‘Ml (V, t) as 
the completion of [Cr (12 (t), cc[)]” for the norm 
(11.7) 
*-t 1 + x (T (x + t)) 
ll”(f> P>IIk, (b;t) =; ,!,(t) 1 _ i (T (x + q> li3, f + PI2 + 1% f - PI2 
-t- 2 V (t) lfl2 dz + 
.I’ 
O3 /a, f12 + IpI2 + V(t) If I2 dx. 
-t 
where the function r (z) is given by (I. 16). 
Remark II. 1. - Another equivalent norm is given by: 
(11.7w IV, dlkl (v, t) =i I-f lx + tl 1% f + pi2 + I& f - pi2 + 2 V (t) IfI dx 
z (t) 
+ 
.i+ 
3L I& f12 + b12 + V(t) IfI2 dx. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. - 1) For any potential V satisfying (11.4) we have 
7-i (K t) c ~:,l,, x L2 ([z (a 4); 
vyf, 0) E ti(v, t). If (4I 5 1% - z W” IlVr 0N7-1(w)~ 
2) The norms (11.7) (II.7 bis) are uniformly equivalent: there exists C > 0 such that 
vt 2 0, wf> P) E P,” (lz (t>, 4)121 
C-l IYf, P)lx, (V,t) 5 Ilt(f~ P)ll31, (V,t) I c IY.f~ P)lx, P’>t). 
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3) Moreover if l[-,,,[ (x) V $ 0 we have 
Xl (Y t) c H;ic2-” ([z(t), 4) x H,,,““-’ (b(t), 4): E > 0. 
4) If l[-,,,[ (4 v f 0, 3-11 (V, t> is not a subspace of distributions; we have 
T E TJ (]z (a 4) x ID’ (lz w, 4, 
T = 0 in 'HI (V, t) e T = X.t(lf-,;,[, S-,), x E c. 
Remark 11.2. - Point 3) is optimal: we have ‘(l~-~,~[, S-,) E 3-11 (V, t)\[H:Lc2 x 
H,::‘” ([z (t>> ~41 an we note that the case of the null potential is rather delicate d 
and we have to be careful when using this functional framework: the incoming waves 
u(t, x) = A. l- [ t, m1 (x) which are distribution solutions for V = 0, have to be considered 
as zero solutions. 
PROPOSITION 11.2. - For (f, p) E [Cc (]z (0), OO[)]~, the mixed problem (11.1, 2, 3) 
has a unique solution u E C2 ({(t, x); z > z (t)}). Moreover if f (x) = p(x) = 0 for 
x > R > z(s), then u(t, x) = Ofor x > R+ It - SI and we have: 
(11.8) t u >II” x (V,t) =.i 0) (1 - .i2 (t)) l&c u (6 2 (U12 
+ 
s 
O3 a, v (C, x) u2 (t, x) dx, 
= (t) 
8, V (t, x) 2~~ (t, x) dx 
J 
-t i(T(X + t)) - 
2 (t) 1 - .i (7 (x + 9 V (6 x) (3 + 8%) [u” (4 x)1 dx. 
We deduce that the mixed problem associated with (11.1) (11.2) is well posed. 
THEOREM 11.1. - Let V be a time independent potential, V E C1 (R,), V (x) 2 0. Then 
we have: 
(1) The propagator UV (t, s) is a strongly continuous propagator on the families of 
Hilbert spaces 7-l (V, t) and 7-fl (V, t) and we have: 
(II. 10) s 5 t =+ IIUV (6 ~)IIL(7-F(V,s),x(V,t)) = 1, 
(II.1 1) s -=c 4 2 (4 # z (t> =+ IlG (s, Nc(71 (V, t),H(V,s)) > 1; 
moreoverifF = OforX > R > z(s), then UV (t, s) F = Oforx > R+)t-sj. ZfV (x) = 0 
for x < Q, then UV (t, s) is isometric from 3-11 (V, s) onto %I (V, t)for t, s _> --a, 
(2) Assuming that V satisfes 
(11.12) 
lim ent sup{V (z); 3: 5 -t} = 0, 
t-+03 
e-‘IEtsup{max(-V’(z), 0); z(t) 5 x < -t}dt < co: 
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then we have: 
(II. 14) sup 
o<t, s 
WV 0, S)llL (X1 (V, S), 311 (K t)) < cQ> 
moreoverfor F E Xl (V, 0), limt++co //UV (t, 0) Fjlwl (v,~) exists, and if F E ‘FI(V, 0), 
then limt++m IIUV (6 0) FII 31 1 1 exists and both these limits are equal. Furthermore ( : .I 
there exists C > 0 such that 
(II. 15) 
V’F E XI (V O), 
C-l llJ’llx~ (v,o) I ,;ym Iluv (6 0) FIh (v,t) 2 6’ IlFh (v>o). 
rf V s 0, we can take C = 1 in (11.15). 
Remarks 11.3. - (i) We can also interpret this theorem as a result of propagation of 
microlocal singularities along the bicharacteristic I’ associated with the ray y 
r = {(t, x, T, I) E R’ x T* R’; t -I- z = 0, 7 - [ = O}. 
Given F E 7-Li (V, s)\X (V, s), Theorem II. 1 implies U (t, s) F E Co (Iw,, HkF-” x 
H,llC “‘-’ (RJ)\C” (k, H:,, x LfOC (I&.* )). In terms of microlocal analysis this lack of 
regularity is propagated along I’: 
21 E Hloc 1’2-E (R’)\H:,, (a’) and u E fclicroloc (4 x, T> r> * (4 x, 7, 0 # r. 
This fact is a direct consequence of the well known theorem of propagation of singularities 
of solutions of hyperbolic equations (see e.g. [ 111). 
(ii) Estimate (II. 11) shows the Doppler effect due to the moving boundary and we see by 
(11.13) that, with short range assumption (11.12), this shift is infinite because the boundary 
is asymptotically characteristic (creation of the Black-Hole). 
(iii) This assumption is satisfied for the gravitational potential (IIS), because 
V~(X) Me 2nx 
1 
__ ( 
z Cl+ 1) + 1 + m2 
2eM 4M2 ) 
> X--+-O. 
For the null potential we have the explicit representation of the solutions: 
PROPOSITION 11.3. - For V EE 0, the solution u of (II. 1, 2, 3), with s = 0, is given by: 
(11.16) (a, + &) u (t. x) = f’ (x + t) + p (x + t)> 
if t 2 0, wif t < 0 and x > 20 - t, 
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(11.19) 
(a,-a,)u(t,x)=-;+;j;;[f’(1(7+)+7t)+P(r(~+)+~+)l~ 
if t20 and x<zo+t, 
where r& is dejned implicitly by the relation 
(11.20) xht=z(r+r+ ft < 0. 
Proof of Proposition II. 1. - Point 1) is obvious and the L” estimate is obtained by: 
Point 2) is a direct consequence of (1.21). In order to prove point 3), we recall that for 
any real interval ]a, b[, the Sobolev space H” (]a, b[), 0 < s < 1, is defined by 
IbIIiJ”(la, a[) = J 
ab Iu (x)1” dx + lb 1” ‘ul($$$!!‘2 dx dy. 
a a 
For cp E C~(].z(t), co[), z(t) 5 z 5 y < -t, we write 
lcp (4 - P (Y)l 5 s 
y (It + 1p2 Id (E)I) It + w2 4 
z 
hence 
Iv (Y)12 5 (1% IY + 4 - 1% Iz (t) + 4) IL: It + <I Id (01” 47 
Iv(x) - cp (Y)12 5 (1% Ix + 4 - 1% IY + 4) lit; It + II Iv’ (E)12 dl. 
By noting that for E > 0 (log(x + tl -log(y + t(( Ix - yp dx dy = C, Iz (t) + tl’ < CO, 
we obtain 
.I =it; I’p (x)1” dx + lit; lit; I’ ;;!-y;(li)l’ dx& L C (E> t) I-” It + xl 1~’ (~$1” dx. 2 (t) 
Also we have 
/--’ Ilo& + tll (1: ,x p;,2+ dy) dx = CC&> t) < 03, 
22 (t) 
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hence 
We conclude that 
“(f, 0) E XI (K t) * f 11.z (t), -t[ E H1”-” (12 (t), ~4). 
Now for -t 2 x, y < co, we have 
I’p(x)12 5 21cp(Y)12+21~-YI 1” Id(1)12G 
-t 
We intregrate this expression with respect to y on a real interval I c ] - t, 00 [ such that 
0 < .I’ V (6 Y) dy < 00 1 
and we deduce that 
i 
hence 
% 0) E xl (V, t) =+ f l]-t,,[ E H:,, ([-4 m[). 
Now we recall that l[-t, m[ E Hky-‘([z (t), co[) which yields: 
f =f qz (t), -t[ + [f - s (4 $6 co[ 
+ f (4 l[-t,cc[ E (H:,!“-’ + H:,, + H:,l,2-‘1 (b (t), 4, 
thus 
We have 
t(f, 0) E xl (v, t) =+ f E H,ij,2-‘([+), m[>. 
Yf, P) E 3-11w t) * 3z f -P E L2 (14t), 4, 
and finally for any R 1 z (t) 
Ilt(f> ~)Il~;y-~,~;;;-’ (lz(t),R[) I C (E, 4 R)ll”(f, P)IIx, (v,t). 
To prove point 4), we consider a sequence t(fn, pn) E [C,“(]x (t), OO[)]~, such that 
72 -+ 00, Ilt(fn, Pn)lhtl (v,t) -+ 0, t(fn, p,) ---f t(F, P> in [(CF)‘(]z (t), m[)]“. 
This implies 
{ 
(x + tp2 (f: +I%%) l[z (t), -t[, f:, l[-t,co[> Pn q-t,a+ f:, - Pn -+ 0 
(11.21) 
in L2 (lz (t), 4, n --+ cm. 
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(11.22) F’ = P on ].z (t), oo[, E’ = P = 0 on ]Z (t), 4 [U] - t, ca[. 
Since fR is bounded in H,& ([z (t), -t[) we deduce that F is zero on this interval: 
(11.23) F = P = 0 on ]Z (t), -t[, F = Constant? P = 0 on ] - t, oo[. 
Now, given cp E Cr (]z (t), oo[, (11.21) gives 
s 
z;) (x + t) Lf; + Pn) (4 (P’ (4 dx -+ 0, n ---f co. 
Thus (11.22) implies 
[(x + t) F’]’ = 0 in (C,“)’ (1~ (t), co[), F(z) = Clog (z + t( + C’li-,,,l (x) + C” 
and using (11.23) we conclude that 
t(F, P) = A. t(l[-t,m[, 6-t), x E c. 
Conversely, for integers j, lc, n, large enough, we define 
xPn (x) = 1 + log@) 
( log 12 + tJ ) 
q-t-1/,, co[ (4 + q-t, ca[ (z>, 
Qn,j = 9, * oj, %t,j,k = Xk Q!,,j, 
0, x E c,- P), 0 5 0, x, 
s 
8= 1, 14 2 1 =+ x (4 = 1, 8j (x) = jo (jx), xk (x> = x(x/@ 
Some classic CdCUhtiOnS show that the sequence t (QIn,j, k, 3, *,, j, k) E 
kT (lz @)? 41” converges in ‘Hr V, t) to t(qIln,j, d, S,,.j) as k --+ 00, and so 
V n,j, 8, Q+) converges in Xr (V, t) to t(~\Zln, 8, 9n) as j --f co. Now, taking into 
account the assumption ll+ ool V = 0, we see that 
Since 
Y*,, & Qn> + t(l[-t,m[, 6-t) in [CC,->’ (12 (t>, 4)12, 
we conclude that t(ll-t,,l, S-,) is equivalent to 0 in Xr (V, t). 
n -+ 00, 
Q.E.D. 
We begin by proving Proposition II.3 which does not depend on Proposition 11.2. 
Proof of Proposition 11.3. - Let t (f, p) be in [Cr (]~a, co[)]” . We consider u E 
C2 ({(t, 2); z > z(t)}) solution of 
t E w, x > 2 (t) =+ a,” u - a; u = 0, u (6 25 (4) = 0, 
u (0, x> = f (z), at u (0, x> = P (4. 
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We obviously have 
(11.24) 0 5 t; 2 L z (t), (6 + i3,) u (t; x) = p (x + t) + f’ (x + t), 
(11.25) 0 5 t> 2 > 20 +t, (i3, - &) u (t, 2z) = p (3; - t> - f’ (x - t): 
(11.26) t I 0, z 2 2 (t), (3, - &) u (t> cc) = p (x - t) - f’ (x - t>, 
(11.27) t < 0) z 2 ZrJ - t. (3, + &) u (t, x) = p (x + t) + f’ (x + 2). 
By differentiating by respect with t the Dirichlet condition we obtain 
(11.28) t E R, (4 u + 22 (t) i?, u) (6 Z (t)) = 0. 
Hence we deduce that for 0 < t, z (t) 5 z 5 zo + t, 
(4 - &) u (6 x) = ; ;;; T ; (4, u - & 11) (r+; 2 (r+)) 
z (7+) + 1 
= k (r+) _ 1 (f’ + PI (x CT+) + r+)* 
where r+ is defined by 
(11.29’+‘) z(r+)-r+=.‘I:-t 
and for t I 0, z (t) 5 z 5 z. - t 
where r- is defined by 
i (r-) - 1 
= i (r-) + 1 C-f’ + P> (x (74 - r-1, 
(11.29'-') z(r-)+r- =n:+t. 
Q.E.D 
Proof of Proposition 11.2. - Formulae (11.24-29) prove the propagator UO (t, 0) is well 
defined and bounded from C’i (120, cc[) x Ci (1.~0, CQ[) into Co2 ([zo, @J[) X ci ([xo, m[), 
and more generally, we easily check that given s E W, and R > z (s), the propagator 
U. (t, s) is bounded from XR (s) onto XR+I~-~~ (t) where 
XR (s) E { yf, p) E c2 x C’([z (s), mJ[); 
f (,z (s)) = p (.z (s)) + X(s) f' (z(s)) = 0, II: > R =+- f(x) = p(x) = o}, 
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Now to solve (11.1) (11.2) with initial data at time s we write the Cauchy problem as an 
integral equation, i.e. we have to solve: 
t 
U,r (t, s) F = UO (t, s) F + Uo (6 0) v (0) Uv (a, s) F da, 
(11.30) 
F = % P> E XR b), 
We define the Picard iterates: 
U; (t, s) F = U. (t, s) F, 
s 
t 
1 5 7~, UC (t, s) F = U. (t, o) V (CT) c!-J;-~((T, s) F da. 
s 
Since the operator V (t) is bounded.on XR (t), a recurrence shows that for s, 2’ fixed: 
c s,T = YR(t)) + Il”o co, s)Ilc(x,(S),17iR(~))]’ 
Then, UV (t , s) F defined by 
VI> (t, s) F 5 E UG (t, s) F (strong limit in XR+lt-SI (t)) 
?t=O 
is a solution of (11.30) in 
{a E c2 x cl ({(t, z); 2 > z- (s); t E q>, + (t) E xR+ls--tl(+ 
We conclude the propagator Uv (t, s) is well defined bounded from XR (s) onto 
Xn+lt-91 (t). At last, some direct calculations, taking advantage of the Dirichlet condition 
and (11.28), yield estimates (11.8), (11.9). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 11.1. - Propositions II.2 and (I. 18) imply: 
V’F E 7-1 (K 4, t 2 s =j IlUi~ (4 4 Fllxt(v,tt, 5 Il~lIx(v,s,. 
Now if F is zero for z (s) 2 II: 5 R, then UV (t, s) F is not affected by the boundary 
for t E [s, T (R + s)], hence 
t E b, 7 CR + 41 =j IlUv (6 4 FlI~(v,t) = lIJ’II~(v, s) 
and (11.10) is established. In order to prove (II.ll), we note that for s < t, z (s) # z (t), 
we can choose s’ E Is, T[, f E CT ([z (s’), cc[, such that 
z (s’) < 0, f (2 (s’>> = 0, f’ (4s’)) # 0. 
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Following (11.8) we have for F = [ “(f! 0)]: 
Then 
and (11.11) is proved. Now if V (z) = 0 for x < cy, (11.9) implies that UV (t; s) is an 
isometry from 3-1i (V, s) onto Y-L1 (V, t) for t, s 2 -o, since 12~ (t’), -t’ [ C]z (t’), o[ for 
t’ >_ -0. 
LEMMA 11.1. - There exists T > 0, C > 0, such that 
(11.31) \d t 1 T, V Fl E 7-l (0, t)5 IIUO (t - 1: t)Ftllx(~,t-1) < CeKt IlFtll~(~,t) 
andfor Ft = “(f, -f’) E 7-l (0, t), supp (f) c [-t, -t + 11, we have 
(11.32) Vt > T> C-lent ilFth(o,t, I IlUo (t - 1, t) Ftllxco,t-l,. 
Proof of Lemma II. 1. - We denote t (U (g) j & u (c)) = U. (a, t) Ft , Ft = t (f, p). We 
have: 
x: 2 2 (t - 1) =+ at u (t - 1, 2;) - a, u (t - 1, Lx) = p (z + 1) - f’ (cc + I), 
II: > z(t) + 1 =2 a, 74 (t - 1, x) + iJ, U (t - 1, 2) = p (Lr - 1) + f’ (x - 1). 
z (t - 1) 2 z 5 x (t) + 1 =+ dt U (t - 1: x) + a, U (t - 1, x) 
x (T (x + t - 1)) - 1 
= z (T (CT + t - 1)) + 1 
(2’ - f’) (2 (7 (z + t - 1)) + t - r (x + t - 1)) 
Hence 
Iluo (t - 1, t) Ftll&o,t-l, = 
J 
z;plj IP (x + 1) - f’ (x + 1)l” dz 
I 
-03 
+ . z (t)+l IP (x - 1) + f’ (x - u2 fh 
z (t)+l + s I 
;(7(2+t-l))-1 2 
2 (t-l)z (T (XI + t - 1)) + 1 
x (p - f’12 [z (T (x + t - 1)) + t - r (3; + t - l)] drc. 
Changing the variable ~7: into z (r (XJ + t - 1)) + t - 7 (x + t - 1) we eventually obtain 
*z (t-l)+1 
IIUO ct- 1, t) Ftllk (0, t-l) = IlFtlk (0, t) - .! 2 (t) z (0 (L-c - t)) 1 + i (e (x - t)) IP (xl- f’ WI” dx> 
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where the function 8 is defined by 
x - t = z (4 (x - t)> - d (x - t). 
Thanks to (1.8), for t large enough we have 
z(t)<z~x(t-1)+1~-2t-l<n:-t~-2t+l, t-l<e(z-t)It+l. 
Then (II.31) follows from Proposition 1.1. Now if supp (f) c i--t, -t + 11, for t large 
enough we have 
.I 
z (t-1)+1 
i (4 (x - t)) 
- 
1 + i (0 (x - t)> If’(412dx 2 C’ezntIIt(.f, -f’)ll~(o,r) 2 (t) 
and (11.32) is established. 
Q.E.D. 
We return to (11.3) by choosing 
Ft = “(f (. + t), 4’ (. + t)), f#O, fGm’1[). 
We have 
s 
t’ 
(11.33) Uv (t’, t) Ft = U,J (t’, t) Ft + Uo (t’, CJ) V Uv (CT, t) Ft do-. 
t 
We note that 
t - 1 5 CT 5 t =+- supp (L$ (q t) F,) c [z (a), -t + 21. 
Thus, because of the Dirichlet condition, we have the L2 estimate: 
(11.34) 
s 
lb% (a, t) Ftlll” dx I C” IF-h (a, t) Ftll&,t), 
where C” does not depend on t 2 0, CJ E [t - 1, t]. Then from (II.@, (11.31), (11.33) we have 
IIUV (t - 1, t) Ftllxp,t-1) I Ce”tIIFtll~(~,t-l) 
+CeKtsup{V(z); x L -t + 1) II& (t - 1, t) Ftllx (o,t-1). 
We use this estimate, (11.32) and (11.33) again to obtain 
C-lectl)Ft))~(O,t) - CeKt SUP iv b); z I -t + 1) I)& (t - 1, t) Ft))x(o,t-1) 
5 lluv @ - 1, t> Ftllx(o,t-1,. 
We conclude with the help of assumption (11.12) that for t large enough 
;pe”” IIFth (o,t) 5 IlUv (t - 1, t) J’tll7-1(o, t---l). 
On the other hand, (11.34) implies 
3c,>o, vt>o, 0 < IlFtllxw, 5 G llFtbqo,t). 
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We conclude that for t > s + 1 large enough 
LEMMA 11.2. - There exists C > 0 such that for any potential V satisfying (II.4), we 
have for t 2 0, f E CT (]z (t), w[: 
/ 
--t 
v (4 4 If (412 fh 5 c lz @) + tl 
’ 2 (t) 
zE,Z”;y-tl v (6 4 IIYf> WIK, (0,t)’ 
Proof of Lemma 11.2. - We derive 
J -t If(x)12dx<2 --t .I/ x --t If (YI If’ (Y)l dY fix = 2 1% + 4 If b>I If’ (4 f&x 2 (t) 2 (t) = (t) s 25 (t) 
l/2 --t 
52 15 + 4 If’ (x) I2 dx 1 v *(t) I~+w(412d~ I l/2 ’ 
thus we have 
(11.35) 
-i! -t s If 641” dx I 4 b (t> + 4 .I’ lx + tl If’ WI’ dx, = (6) 2 (t) 
hence Lemma II.2 follows from Proposition 11.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Now for 0 5 s 5 t fixed, we estimate I/U, (t, s) FjJR1 (v, t), for F E [C,f (]z (s), SI[)]” 
given. On the one hand, if 
F(x) = 0 for z(s) 2 Ic 5 -s, 
then 
U, (t, s) F = 0 for z(t) 5 x 2 -t 
and 
(11.36) Ilb (6 4 J’llx1 (v,t) = Iluv (4 4 FlIti (v,t) = IIFIIx (v,s) = llFll7-1~ cv,s). 
On the other hand, if F (x) = 0 for z > --s + 1, then 
(11.37) lJv (t, s) F = 0 for xzt-2s+l 
and according to (11.9) we have 
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We derive from (1.21) that 
i (T (x + t)) 
1 - z (7- (x + t)) 
=-i+O(x+t), 
thus 
v (4 (6 + &) 1~” (6 41 dx 
J 
-t + 0 (x + t) V (x) (at + 3c) [u2 (6 41 dx 
z (t) 
= s 
-t V (x> ~(6 x) (8, - %) [u (t, x)] dx 22 (t)
-t 
+ 
s 
V (4 & [u” (6 41 dx 
= (t) 
s 
-t 
+ 0 (x + t) (4 + &) [u (6 41 V (4 u (6 4 dx 
= (t) 
=11+12+13. 
Lemma II.2 implies 
I1 + 13 5 c Ix (t) + 4 2E[;;y -tl v (4 IIUV (6 4 m, (V, t) 
and an integration by parts gives 
12 < v (-t) 7L2 (t, -t) + c )z (t) + tl SUP 
zE[z (t), -4 
max(-V'(z), 0) WV CC S)J%f, (v,t)’ 
Now we have by (11.37) 
IJ t-2 s+1 u2 (t, -t) = a, u (t, x) dx 25 2 (t - 3 + 1) Iluv (t, s) Fllk, (v, t). -t 
Finally we obtain 
g l[Uv (6 4 u;, (V, t) 2 f 0) IIUV (t, 4 m, (V, t)? 
f(t)=2(t+i)V(-t)+lz(t)+tl SUP {V(x)+max(-V'(x),O)}. 
Ml2 (t), -4 
Assumption (11.12) implies 
f(t) dt < cc 
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and we conclude using (11.36) that 
Now we investigate the case 0 < t < s. We put 
3c (11.38) E,oP (F; t) = 
/ 
’ If (41” + lb (4I” + v (4 If (4I” &z-. --t 
Given F E [Cg (]z (s); m[)12, we verify that 
$ E,” (Uv (t, s) F; t) = [16’,u12 + 18, ~1’ - 2Re(d,ud,t) + V lu12] (t, -t) 2 0. 
From the fact that the propagator U~T (t, s) is bounded from X1 (V, s) to tiFI1 (V, t), we infer 
that E,” (Lb (t, s) F; t) . 1s an increasing function of t for any F E 3-11 (K s). We conclude 
(11.39) I, = 
1, 
O” (CT& u (t, %)I” + (8, u (t, x)1” + v (x)Iu (t, x)1” dz 
< - 
i, 
*33 18, u (s, x)1” + Id, u (s, x)1” + v (ix) lu (5, x)IZ dx 
I llmi, (\.,.q). 
Now we have to estimate 
+ I(& - &) u (t, :c)I” + 2 V (x)/u (t, x)I” da. 
We choose some smooth cut-off function x satisfying 
0 I x (4 5 13 .7: I: 0 =3 x(x) = 0: II: 2 1 =+ x(x) = 1, 0 i xw 
and we put 
w (t, cc) E x (z + t) V(z), W(t)= O O [ 1 w(t) 0 
Lemma II.2 and assumption (II. 12) show that: 
(11.40) 15 I [l + c I.2 (t) + tl =J -tl v 641 IIUV (6 4 Fllk, (Iv, t) 
5 C’ IlUv (6 <?I Fllk, (w, t)r 
where C’ is independent of s, t 2 0. Now we write 
*t 
U,- (t, s) F = ULv (t; s) F + 
I 
Uw (t, a) [V - W (CT)] i& (0, s) F da. 
. s 
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Since proposition II.2 implies 
we have for t 5 s 
(11.42) wl (6 4 Fh cw, t) 
I lPlI?-I1 W,s) + .I /t ll(l - x b+ 4) v (4 u (a, 4lb (]z (u),co[) do. 
We use Holder’s inequality and Lemma II.2 again to obtain 
ll(1 - x (0 + 4) v (4 u (a, 4lIL” (12 (a), m[) 
SC zE[z ;;P-t+ll v (x> WV (0, 4 wh (W,c) + u4m 
We deduce from (11.39), (11.41), (11.42) that 
(11.43) II& 0, 4 %1 (W,t) i 
+ J t 9 (4 Ilb (a, s> ~Ilx, (W, 0) da, s 
where thanks to assumption (11.12) 
g (0) E c ZEIZ;;l)t+ll W) E IJ1 (K4 4). 
By applying Gronwall’s Lemma to (11.43) we conclude that 
(11.44) IIUV (6 4 %I (W, t) 5 C” lIJ%l (V, S)l 
where C” is independent of F and s, t, s > t 2 0. At last, (11.14) is a straightforward 
consequence of (11.39), (11.40), (11.44). 
Q.E.D. 
To establish the last part of Theorem II.1 we write: 
(11.45) II%t, (I/,t) = E: (F; t) + E,” (F; t), 
IIFII; (v, t) = Ev (J’; t) + E,” (F; t), 
where E,” (F; t) is defined by (11.38) and 
(11.46) E;, (F; t) E ; 
.I 
-t 1 + 2 CT (x + a If’ (q + p (41” 
t(t) 1 - i (T (x + t>) 
+ If’ Cx) - P MI” + 2 v (4 If WI’ dz, 
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(11.47) .I’ 
4 
E\r (F; t) z If’ (x)1” + (p(x)12 + V(x) If @)I2 dx. 
2 (t) 
LEMMA 11.3. - Given two potentials V, W, satisfying (II. 12), we haye 
(11.48) VF E Xl (v, s), /&ix E:, (Uv (t, s) F; t) = 0, 
and if F E X (V, s), then I& (Uv (t, s) F; t) satisfies 
(11.49) lim Ew (Uv (t, S) F; t> = 0, t+m 
and Ev (ULT (t, s) F; t) is a decreasing function oft. 
Proof of Lemma 11.3. - We remark that (11.48) is a consequence of (11.49) because 
IFI (V, s) is dense in ‘Hi (V, s), and (II. 14) implies 
E& (Uv (t, s) F; t) I Ew (Uv (6 4 G; t) + C IIF - Gil;, (v,s). 
Since E,” (UV (t, s) F; t) . is an increasing function of t, Proposition II.2 implies that EV 
(Uv (t, s) F; t) . is a d ecreasing function of t. Now it is sufficient to prove (11.49) for s = 0. 
First we consider the case V = W E 0. Using Proposition 11.3, we evaluate 
Eo(Uo@, O)F; t) =; 
where for fixed t > 0, ‘I-+ = r+ (z) is defined implicitly by the relation 
x-t=Z(T+)-T+. 
We make the change of variable 
Y=4T+)+T++, T+ (x> = Y-(Y)> dy = 
l+‘b-+) ,js 
1- 2(7+) 
and we obtain 
2 E. (U. (t, 0) F; t) = 
J’ 
z;tj+t l(f’+p) WI’ dx+jz(t’+t : T ; ;; ;;;i I(f’+d (d12dy, 
a CL) 
T [a! (t)] - 2 [T [a (t)]] = 2t. 
Propositions I.1 and I.2 show that 
z(t)+t+0-, Q (t) -+ o-, a (t) 5 z(t) + t < 0. 
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therefore 
(11.50) &I (Uo (6 0) F; t) L 
s 
a;t) IV + P) b>I” ~~ + 02 t--too 
and (11.49) is established when V = W = 0. Now using (11.30) and (11.50) we obtain 
[Eo (Uv (6 0) F; t>l”” 
t 
.I [J’ 
-’ 1 
112 
5 PO (Uo (6 0) F; t)]“” + IV(x)u(s, x)12dz ds 
0 cy (t)-s 
5 [E. (U. (t, 0) F; t)]“” + (a (t)l”” .I’ sup {IV(x) u (s, x)1; 2 5 -s} ds. 
0 
Assumptions (1.8) and (11.2), estimate (11.10) and the Dirichlet condition (11.2) imply 
sup {IV (x> ~(6 %)I; 2 5 -t> I C IIFIIE(o,o) e-2nt E L1 ([(A 4). 
Therefore Ea (UV (t, s) F; t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, and by Lemma 11.2, (11.49) is satisfied. 
Q.E.D. 
For any F E X1 (V, s) we write 
IVv (6 4 Fllk, (V, t) = E: (Uv (t, s) F; t) + E,” (Uv (t, s) F; t). 
The classical energy estimate shows that E,” (Uv(t, s) F; t) is increasing; moreover (II. 14) 
implies that EF (Uv (t, s) F; t) is bounded; therefore E,” (UV (t, s) F; t) has a limit as 
t tends to co. We conclude by (11.48) that [~UV (t, s) F&, (V, t) has the same limit and 
(11.15) is a consequence of (11.14). At least IlUv (t, s) Fl(kcv,tj is decreasing as t --+ 00 
by (II.lO), thus it has a limit and since 
IL (6 s) J%f (V, t) = Ev (uv (6 4 F; t) + E,” WV (6 s) F; t), 
we deduce from (11.49) that 
,;=I, IlUv (t> 4 Fh (v, t) = ,>ym IlUv (4 s> Fllwv, t) 
= ,<lim [Ev” (Uv (t, s) F; t)]““. 
Q.E.D. 
III. Wave operators associated with the asymptotic stationary regions 
We now develop the scattering theory for the mixed problem (11.1) (11.2) with a 
potential V, time independent, non negative, and short range on the left hand side: 
(III. 1) v E cl (RTJ, v (4 2 0, and V satisfies (11.12). 
We compare the solutions of (11.1) in the future, with the solutions of 
(111.2) d,2U-a~u+vu=o, t E w, % E w, 
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and in the past, with the solutions of 
(111.3) a;u-a~u+vw=o. tER, x>o, and u (t; 0) = 0. t E R. 
In the case of the gravitational potential (IIS), this means that we investigate the role of 
the collapse (the motion of the star boundary) in the behaviour of the fields, with respect 
to the corresponding dynamics in the asymptotic stationary regions: the Black-Hole in the 
future, Schwarzschild’s space-time outside the star in the past. 
We study first the future asymptotic behaviour of the fields. It is well known that the 
solutions of (111.2) are given by a unitary group UF” 
“(u(t), a, u (t)> = U,su” (t - s) [“(u(s), a, u (s))], t, s E R, 
defined on the Hilbert space T&t (V) completion of Cr (R,) x Cr (R,) for the norm 
(111.4) II Yf> PN?-L,,, (V) = .I 
O” I& f12 + IpI + v lfl2 dx. 
--cu 
We recall (see [3]) that TfFUt (V E 0) is not a subspace of distributions, but for V # 0: 
(111.5) 3c > 0, vt (f, 0) E T-&,t (V), If WI I c (1 + 14P211 v> bill%,, (I’). 
We introduce the future Wave Operators WFt, WV+: 
(111.6) I 
F E 8 (V, O), 
Wrt F = s - t liym Uvt (-t)Z$“’ (t) U,- (t, 0) F in ‘F& (V), 
i 
(111.7) 
F+ E 3-Iout (V), 
W$ F+ = s - ,k~~ U, (0, t) [Zvt (t)]* UiY’ (t) F+ in T-L1 (V, 0), 
where 2Ft (t) is an isometric identifying operator between 3-1 (V, t) and LJ-& (V) defined 
by: 
(111.8) FfR(V,t), 
Z?‘(t) F = F for .?: > z(t), IFt(t)F=O for x<.z(t), 
and [Zyt (t)]* is the adjoint operator from 3-IUut (V) into ‘FI (V, t), defined by: 
(111.9) F+ E %,t (V), G E ‘FI(v, t), ([TY @>I* F+, Gh(v,t) = P+, G” W Gh,,t (v). 
In order to describe the space of future asymptotic fields, we define: 
(111.10) AoUt (V) = {F+ E V-& (V), lim 
.I 
-t 
t-cc -m 
1% u(t, 41” 
+ lb’, u (t; x)1’ + V (x)Iu (t, x)1” dx = 0, u E [UF’ F+ll}. 
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PROPOSITION 111.1. - Aout (V) is a closed subspace of Lt (V) and F+ E dout (V) 
if and only if 
(111.11) I[(1 - z$“” (t) Wt @>I*> G”” (t) F+Ilxc,,t (v) + 0, t --) xl. 
THEOREM 111.1. - Assume that the potentiaE V satisjies (111.1). Then we have: 
1) for any F E 7-l (V, 0) the strong limit WFt F exists in ‘l&t (V) and 
(III. 12) 
3c>o, VF E %(V, 0), 
C-l llF1lxl (v,o) L IIW?” J’ll~out (v) L C’ llFllx (v>o), 
(111.13) Ran(J+'v) c Aout( 
2) for any F+ E Aout (V) the strong limit Wt F+ exists in ‘l-l1 (V, 0) and 
(III. 14) 
3c>o, VF+ E [C,- (W”, 
C-l llF+ll~,,t (VI I II% F+lh (v,o) 2 C lIF+lIx,ut (VI, 
(111.15) Ran(W$) c ‘Hi (V, 0). 
Furthermore Wyt and W$ can be extended into isomorphisms, respectively, from XI (V, 0) 
into Aout (V), andfrom Aut (V) into IFI1 (V, 0), satisfying: 
(111.16) V’F E ‘FIl (V, O), (W; o WY”) F = F, 
(111.17) V F+ E dout (V), (WF” o W;) F+ = F+. 
Therefore Wpt is an isomorphism from 7-ll (V, 0) onto dout (V) and W$ is an isomorphism 
from dout (V) onto 3-11 (V, 0). 
Remark III. 1. - Estimates (III. 12) and (111.14) clearly show the infinite Doppler effect: 
WFt F is more regular than F and WC F+ is less regular than F+. 
Remark 111.2. - Thanks to (11.10) we have 
VF E 7-l (V, 0), IIWY” FIIH,,t P) 5 Ilmf (V, 01, 
but if F(x) = 0 for z 5 0, then 
17” (t) Uv (t, 0) F = Uy” (t)ZFt (0) F 
and in this case we have 
WF” F = Zy” (0) F. 
Therefore we conclude that 
WY Ilf (7-L (V,O), %,t (V)) = 1. 
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PROPOSITION 111.2. - For V 3 0 and F = t(f, p) E [Cr (1.~ (O)! oo[)]2, W;ut F = 
t(fout, pout) E dout (0) is given by: 
X [f’ (Y + 2 b’ (Y)) + P (Y + 2 0 (y))] dy, 
where the finction 0 is dejined by the formula: 
(111.21) 
moreover we have: 
Y 5 zo, Y + 0 (Y> = 2 (0 (Y/>>, 
(111.22) lIWOo’lt FIbLt (0) = llmh (0,O). 
Now we investigate the past asymptotic behaviour of the fields. We simply assume the 
time independent potential V to satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(111.23) 0 5 v E cl (R) n L” (R), 3c > 0, IV’(x)l 2 ClV(x)l. 
This assumption is fulfilled by the gravitational potential K given by (11.5). 
It is well known that the solutions of (111.3) are given by a unitary group I$ 
“(n(t), at ‘u. (t>> = u;” (t - s> [“(u (4, 8, u (s))], t, s E w, 
defined on the Hilbert space Ri, (V) completion of Cr (IO, oc[,) x CF (10, co[, 
the norm 
IlYf> dll;,, (V) = / O” 1% f12 + IpI2 -I- V If12dx. . 0 
We recall (see [3]) that Xi, (V z 0) IS a subspace of distributions and: 
(111.24) vt (f, O) E Bin Cv), v’z > 0, If (~11 5 G2 vu, O)llH,” (V). 
We introduce the Past Wave Operators W$‘, WIT: 
for 
(111.25) 
F E ‘Ft(V, 01, 
W$‘F = s - ,li~~ U$’ (-t) [IF(t)]* lIJ$J (t, 0) F in ‘Mi, (V), 
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(111.26) 
F- E xi,(V), 
W; F- = s - ,<pt Uv (0, t) 1: (t) U$ (t) F- in 7-L (V, 0), 
where 1: (t) is an isometric identifying operator between Xi, (V) and X (V. t) defined by 
(111’27) 
F- E ‘k(V), 
[Ii+ (t) F-1 = F- for 5 > 0, I$(t)F- =0 for z (t) 5 2 < 0, 
and [IF (t)]* is the adjoint operator from 7-L (V, t) into Xi, (V) defined by 
(111.28) C 
F E x (V, t), G- E ‘Nn (V), 
([@ @)I* F, G-h;, (v) = (F, 1: (t) G-),(v,t,. 
THEOREM 111.2. - Assume that potential V satisjies (111.23). Then W; is an isomorphism 
from ?I!;, (V) onto 7-f (V, 0) satisfying: 
VF- E ‘Hi, (V), IlW,- F- IIN (V, 0) I IP- II% (V) i 
and WjF is an isomorphism from l-t (V, 0) onto Xi, (V). Moreover we have: 
(111.29) VF E 3-I(V, 0), (W,-oW@)F=F, 
(111.30) VF- E ‘Hi, (V), (W$ o WJF- = F-. 
We define the Scattering Operator 
(III.3 1) sv=wpow- V’ 
THEOREM 111.3. - Assume that potential V satisfies (III. 1) and (111.23). Then operator 5’~ 
is an isomorphism from ‘Hi, (V) into AoUt (V) satisfying: 
VF- E ‘If;, (V), IISF- lb&t (V) 5 Wll~i” (V). 
Moreover the range of S is dense range: 
(111.32) SV (‘Kn (V)) = -hut (V). 
Proof of Proposition 111.1. - For F+ E 3-l,,,t (V), we denote 
E (t, F+) = 
.I 
-’ I&u@, x)12+ldtu(t, z)12+V(x)Iu(t, x)12dx, u 3 [Uyt F+ll. 
--w 
Given a sequence F,+ E Aout (V) tending to F+ in ‘P& (V) as n + m, we write 
E @, F+t) I 2 IIF+ - F,‘ll&,,, (v) + 213 (4 Fit> 
and we conclude that F+ E Aut (V) which is closed. Now we define 
AbUt (V) = {F+ E F&lout (V), jl(l-Iv” (t) [I$“” (t)]*) UT” (t) F+llx,,,t (VI -+ 0, t -+ m> 
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Given a sequence F,S E AL,, (V) tending to Ff in 7& (V) as n -+ cx), we write 
IU - GY” (4 PYt WI*) UF” (~)F+IlL (VI 
5 IIF+ - c31?-lo,,t (v) + II (1 - G”” (t> PYt @)I*) u,su” 6) F,fll~,,,t (VI 
and we conclude that F+ E AL,, (V) which is closed. To prove that AL,, (V) is imbedded 
in dout (V), we note that: 
(1 -IF” (t) [Z;? (t)]*) U;“” (t) F+ = ?I?” (t) F+, for z 2 7; (t). 
Hence 
E (t, F+) F l/(1 - Ii?‘” (t) [z? @>I*> U$“” (t) F+JIxout (v) + A (u, t) 
A (u, t) = J -I! I& u (4 x)1" + pt u (t, x)1' + v(x) Ju (t, x)1" dx, u E [Uyt F+ll. 2 (t) 
If V # 0, we get from (111.5) 
1~ (6 41 5 C 0 + 14)1’2 llJ’+ll~~,, (v)> 
hence from assumption (II. 12) we deduce 
J 
-t V(x)lu(t, x)12dx -+ 0, t-+ co. z (t) 
Now we choose smooth cut off function x satisfying 
(111.33) x E C” w, OLxlL x 5 0 =s x(x) = 1, 2 > 1 * x(z) = 0. 
We note that 
u?” F+ = u$” F+, for W=x.V and x 5 -t. 
If V satisfies (11.12), then W satisfies hypothesis (1.13) of [3], and applying Theorem II.1 
of [3], there exists Fa E F& (0) such that 
IIu$ (t) F+ - UoOUt (t) WH,,,~ (01 -+ 0, t --f 00. 
Since 
.-t 
.I 14 ‘1~0 (t, 41” + Iat uo (6 41” dx + 0, t ---f co, u. E [Ulut (t) Fo]l; 2 (t) 
we deduce that 
J -’ It& u (t, x)1” + 18, u (t, x)1” dx --f 0, t + co, 22 (t) 
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Therefore we conclude that AL,, (V) is a closed subspace of Aout (V). To show that these 
spaces are equal, we consider F+ E Aout (V) such that 
(F”, Gh,,t (v) = 0, VG E &t(V). 
Given t 1 0, and Cp E [Cr (1 - t, o;)[)]~, we have 
up (s + t) [UF” (4) a] = 0 for XL-s-t, s>O, 
therefore 
(1 - zr” (s + t) [zp (s + t>]*) u,su” (s + t) [u;“t (-t> @] = 0, s>o 
and Uyt (4) @ E A:,, (V). Thus we have 
(UiY @> F+, %o”t (V) = 0, va E [C,- (1 - t, cm[)]“. 
We deduce that 
d, 21 (t, x) = -a; u (t, x) + v (x) ‘11 (t, x) = 0 for 2 > 4. 
Thus there exists 
which satisfies 
w (x) = Jim, u (it, x), * 
-?J”(x)+v(x)7J(x)=o, XEW, 
s 
b’ (4” + v (4 bJ(4I” dx = Il~+ll~o”t (V). 
We conclude w is zero, and Abut (V) is dense in Aout (V). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem III. 1. - For F E [Ci (1x0, OO[)]~, and t 2 s > 0, we evaluate 
n (s, t) = IIuiy” (-t)Zyt (t) Uv (t, 0) F - QY” (-1 zi?” (4 uv (s> 0) FIl&,, (v) 
= 112~” (t) Uv (t, 0) F - U?” (t - 3) I$“” (4 Uv (5, 0) FllkoL,, (v). 
Now we choose x satisfying (111.33) and we put 
xs (x) =x (sx + s2), XS 0 xs =0 xs 1 1 
We write 
2$“” (s) Uv (s, 0) F = Zy” (s) xs Uv (s, 0) F + 1;” (s)(l - xs) Uv (s, 0) F, 
and since xS (x) = 0, for x 5 -s, we have 
Uv” (t - .s)Zp” (s) xsUv (s, 0) F 
= IF” (t) U, (t, 0) F + Zr” (t) Uv (t, s) (xs - 1) Uv (s, 0) F. 
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Whence we obtain 
A (s, t) = ll[zp (t> U” (t - s) - up (t - spyt (41 (1 - xs) &I (s, 0) q;,,,, (1.) 
F 2 II@ - xs> uv (S> 0) JIlk (If, s)> 
and by taking account of (111.33): 
I 
-s+1/s 
(111.34) A (s, t) < C 1% u(s: x)1’+ l&u(s, x)l”+(V (x)+s”) Iu (s, x)1” drc. 
2 (s) 
LEMMA III. 1. - Assuming (III. l), for any F E [Ci (1 ZO) 00 [)] 2 the solution u of (II. 1) 2, 3) 
satisjies VR > 0, 3C > 0, Vt 2 0, Qx E [z(t), -t + R], 
(111.36) Iu (6 x)1 5 c lx - 2 @)I. 
Proof of Lemma 111.1. - For 0 5 t, z (t) 2 z < -t + R, we write 
(&+~z)u(t,z)=(f’+p)(zft)- fV(:r+t-s)~(s,z+t-s)ds 
I 0 
and by using Proposition II. 1, and (11.10) we deduce 
t 
I(&+&)u(t,z)J<C(F) 
therefore assumption (II. 12) implies 
sup{V(y);y<R-s}ds , 
> 
(111.37) 8, u + 8, u E L” (((6 x); 0 5 t, z(t) 5 II: 5 -t + R}). 
We note that the Dirichlet boundary condition leads to 
(111.38) (at - az> u (6 z (t)) = ; ;;; ; : (4 + &) u (t, z (t)) 
and we see that 
(111.39) 
Now we write 
(at - &) u (t; 72 (t)) E L” (rw?). 
(111.40) 
(& - fz)& x> = (at - a&++, 2 (r+)) 
- 
I 
V (2 @+I + 4 u (s, z (r-i-1 + 4 ds, 
r+ t-r+ =x-z(r+), 
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and using (111.39) we have 
Since 
(1.17) implies 
2 t - R 5 T+ - z (T+) 5 t - z (t), 
(111.42) ?-+ = t + 0 (1). 
Thereafter (111.35) follows from (111.39) to (111.42). At last we have 
Iu (4 x>I = b (4 z @>) + .I” & u (t, Y) dYl I Ix - 2 @>I 
2 (t) 
x SUP {I& ~(6 Y)I; 2 @> 5 2 I -t + R), 
and (111.36) follows from (111.35). 
Q.E.D 
Applying this lemma to (111.34) we obtain 
o<s<t, n (s, t) 5 c [Is+z (s)-l/sl+(1+s2) /-‘“‘* (x-z (s))‘dx] = 0 (l/s). 
2 (8) 
We conclude that IVGUt F exists for F E [Ci (1 za, oo[)]“. To prove the existence of limit 
(111.6) when F E 7-i (V, 0), we note that UV (t, 0) is a contraction from 3-1 (V, 0) into 
X(V, t), zp (t) is isometric from ‘H (V, t) into XFlout (V), and UFt (t) is unitary on 
this space. We have 
IIY?“” J%H,,t (v) = ,j~~ lluv (6 0) 417-r (v, t) 
thus (111.12) follows from Theorem II. 1, and shows the wave operator can be extended as 
an isomorphism from 7-Lr (V, t) into 7-& (V). To prove IV?” F E &,,t (V) we evaluate: 
6 (F; t) = [I(1 - IF” (t) [z?” @>I*> vi?‘” (t> J,YY” FIIx,,,t (v) 
I ll(1 - G”” (t) [G”” (t>]*>G’t (t> Uv (6 0) FlIti,,,, (v) 
+ IIWF” F - Uy” (4) ZFt (t) Uv (t, 0) FIIx,,, (v) 
= IIVV~” F - U$“” (-t)ZFt (t) Uv (t, 0) FI(xH,,t cvj -+ 0, t--co. 
Therefore S (F; t) + 0, t + co, for any F E 7-l (V, 0). Since 6 (F; t) 5 C llFll~l (v,o), 
we conclude S (F; t) + 0, t + co, for F E 3-11 (V, 0), and IV+? is an isomorphism 
from 3-11 (V, t) into dtout (V). 
Now given F+ E [C,oO (R,)]“, we estimate for t 2 s > 0 
6 (t, s) E II&, (0, t) [Zyt (t)]* Uy” (t) F+ - Uv (0, s) [Zy” (s)]* Uy” (s) F+Jlxl (v,o). 
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According to (11.14) we have: 
S (t> s) 2 C ll[Z,Tt (t)]* UF” (t) F+ - U,/ (t> s) pZyt (s)]” UF” (s) F+IIxl (v,t). 
We denote II (t) the orthogonal projector, in 7&t (V), on the subspace ‘7-L+ (V, t) defined 
as the completion of [Cr (1 - t, cc [)] 2 for the norm of XFlout (V). We can identify X0,+, (V. t) 
as a subspace of 7-L (V, t) and II (t) as a projector from X,,t (V) into 7-& (V, t). We write 
S (t, s) 5 C’ {IlII (t) U;“” (t) F+ - Uv (t, s) II (s) U;:” (s) F+II,H cv,tl 
+ II([Z;blt @)I* -n(t)> G”” (W’+h(v,t) 
+ ll(R”t HI* - n (4) UF” (4 F+h(v.J 
We remark that 
Uv (t, s) II (s) U;? (s) F+ = II(t) Uyt (t - s) II(s) U,su’ (s) F’, 
hence 
IIII (t) Uy” (t) F+ - U, (t: s) II (s) U$“” (s) F+Ilz (V,t) 
L IIP - II (4) UF” (4 F+IIx”,t (‘1’) 
5 ]I(1 - ZF” (s) [I;? (s)]* + Z$“” (s) [2Ty” (s)]* - II(s)) Uy” (s) F+IIxout (I,~) 
5 I[(1 - 2;:” (s) [z,Y (s)]*) U,o?l” (s) F+II.FI,,, (v) 
+ II(z;:“” (s) [Zrt @)I* - n(s)) u?” (s) F+IlxH,,t (I’) 
5 I](1 - 2:;” (4 [Z;y” (s)]*) u,su” (4 F+llx,,,t (v) 
+ Il([Z?” (s)]* - n (3)) u?” (ss> F+lh(v,s), 
and we get 
6 (t. s) 5 C” { I[(1 - Z;Jlt (s) [Z;F (s)]*) UF” (s) F+[(w,,~ (I,‘) 
+ Il([Z;:” (t)]* - n (Q) Wut (4 J’+Ilx (v, t) 
+ Il([qY’ @)I* - II (4) UT” (s) F+ll?-I(V.s)l. 
On the other hand we have 
Il([G”t @)I* - W)) G”” (t) F+llx(v,t) 
= IliT;,“” (t) ([2Tt (t)]* - II(t)) UF” (t) F+~~T-f,,,t (V) 
L IIP - JT’” (t> GY” WI*) U?‘” 0) F+Ik,,, (VI + IIP - fl (U G”” (4 F+lIxow (VI. 
Finally we have: 
(111.43) 6 (t, s) < C”‘{ll(l - 2$“” (s) [IF” (s)]* U$“” (s) F+//x,,~ (I,-) 
+ I[(1 - z;:” (t) RF” WI*) UF’” (t> F+llx,u, (VI 
+ ll(l - n (4) W” (s) F+lhH,,,t (VI 
+ I@ - n (i)) U,su” (t) F+II%,,t (If) 1. 
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LEMMA 111.2. - F E ?& (V) belongs to Aout (V), iff 
(111.44) IIU - II (a UF” @) F+ll%“* (V) -+ 0, t + x. 
Proof of Lemma 111.2. - It is similar to the proof of Proposition 111.1. We define 
d:,t (V) = {F+ E %ut (V), IIP - II(~)> G”” (t) F+IIw,,,, (VI + 0, t + 4. 
Given a sequence F,’ E dzu:,, (V) tending to F+ in FLt (V) as n 3 co, we write 
IU - II (4) UT” @) F+ll%“t (V) 
5 IIF+ - Fn+h,t (VI + IU - IJ 0)) 4Y” 0) C%tH,,t (VI 
and we conclude that F+ E Atut (V) which is closed. To prove that AZ,, (V) is a 
subspace of dout (V), we note that: 
(1 - II(t)) Uy” (t) F+ = Uv” (t) F+ for 5 < -t. 
Hence 
E (t, J’+) 5 ll(1 - IJ @)I UT” (t) J’+Ilxout (I/). 
Therefore we conclude that dbl,, (V) is a closed subspace of d,,t (V). To show that these 
spaces are equal, we consider F+ E dout (V) such that 
(F’, Ghi,,, (VI = 0, VG E db',,, (V). 
Given t 2 0, and + E [Cr (1 - t, oo[)]‘, we have 
uy” (s + t) [uy (-t) a] = 0 for J: 5 -s - t, s L 0, 
therefore 
(1 - II (s + t)) u,su” (s + t) [UT” (-t> @] = 0, s 2 0, 
and Uv” (-t) @ E AZ,, (V). Thus we have 
KG”” (t) F+, %-iFl,,t (v) = 0, va E [C,- (1 - t, m[)]“. 
We deduce that 
a, u (t, L7T) = -a,2 u (t, x) + v (x) u (t, x) = 0, 
Thus there exists ZI (z): 
for z > -t. 
21(z) = tli; u (t, 2), * 
-11” (x) + v (z) 21 (Lx) = 0, 2 E R, Iv’ WI” + v (4 I’u (4I” dz = IIF+IIK,L,, (V). , I 
We conclude that ZI is zero and AZ,, (V) is dense in doUt (V). 
Q.E.D 
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We deduce from Proposition 11.1, Lemma 111.2, and (111.43) that S (t. S) -+ 0, t - XJ, 
hence W,$ Ff exists for any F+ E [Cr (R,)]2. We have by (11.14), for F+ in Y-k,,+ (V), 
IJUV (0, t> [Tt @>I” UP” (t) F+llFh (V.0) 5 c Il~+ll~“,,, (I.). 
thus W,$ is a bounded operator, defined from Aout (V) into ‘FI1 (K 0). Now for 
F E IFI(V> 0): 
(W$ o Wvt) F = t li=la 17~7 (0, t) [ZF” (t)]* Z$“” (t) UV (t, 0) F = F. 
On the other hand, for F+ ; 7-& (V), 
(WY’ 0 w$) F+ = t li& Ut.“” (-t)Zyt (t) [Z$“” (t)]* Ui$"" (t) Fi 
= F+ - ,;I=, l&t) (1 - Z;l;u” (t) [Zy” (t)]*) UT” (t) F+. 
According to Proposition 111.1, we have: 
I&Y” (4) (1 -I;?” (t) [Zy” (t)]‘) Ur” (t) F+IIxo,, (v) 
= l/(1 - I$“” (t) [Z;Ft @)I*) UP” (t) F+Ih,,,, (v) --+ 0, t --f cm. 
Therefore ( Wrt o WC) F+ = F+ and Wyt is an isomorphism from ‘FI1 (V, 0) onto 
Aout (V) and W$ is an isomorphism from -Aout (V) onto 3-tl (V, 0) and (III. 12) 
implies (III. 14). 
Q.E.D. 
ProufofProposition 111.2. - For F = t(f, p) E [Cr (]z (0), CX)[)]~, we note 
UZUt (- >Tt (t) uo (4 0) F = t(.ft, pt), Uo (6 0) F = t(~(t), &u(t)). 
On the one hand, we have 
fl(z>+Pt(4 =o for 2 < .z(t) + t, 
f, (x) + pt (x) = a, u (6 z - t) + at u (6 2 - t) for II: 2 2 (t) + t, 
then we deduce from (11.16) 
fl(4 + Pt (xl = [f’ (4 + P (41 l[z (t)+t, co[ (4, 
therefore 
fl (x) + pt (z) ---f [f’ (x) + P (x)1 110, m[ (~1 in L2 (W, t + ccl. 
On the other hand, we have 
4 (4 + Pt (x) = 0 for 2 < z(t) - t, 
-f~(~)+pt(~)=-i3z~(t,17:+t)+dt~(t,n:+t) for x>z(t)-t. 
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We use (11.18) and (11.19) to obtain: 
3; (4 + Pt (4 = 4’ (4 + P (4 for xLz0, 
-g(x)+pt(x) XII -l+s(T+) ’ 1 _ i (T+) if (z (T+)+T+>+P (2 b+)+T+)l for z (t)-t < 5 < z0, 
with 
2 = Z(T+) - 7-+. 
Therefore, using function 0 (x) = T+ 
-.ft’(~C>+P&)--f- 
1+ t (0 (x)) 
1 _ i (e (x)) [f’ (x + 2 8 (4) + P (x + 2 0 (4>11l-c? zo[ (4 
+ H’ (4 + P WI l[zo, co[ (4 
in L2 (R) as t -+ cc. We conclude that 
0 I 2 =+ fLt (4 = f’ (4, Pout (4 = P (4, 
zo<x<O =+ fL (4 = ; (f’ (4 - P (4) = -Pout (4, 
x < 20 j f (x) = 1 l+w~C>> I out 2 1 _ i (e(x)) Lf (x + 2 f9 64) + P (x + 2 8 WI = -Pout (4 
and formulae (11.18) to (11.22) follow by integration. At last we put 
~=z+2O(z)=z+27(~) 
and by (1.26) we calculate directly (111.22). 
Q.E.D 
Proof of Theorem 111.2. - We begin by proving that the energy is bounded in the past. 
LEMMA 111.3. - There exists a constant C (z), depending only on the function z satisfying 
(I. 1 I), such that for any V satisfying (111.23) we have: 
(111.45) SUP Ilh (6 4llqH(v,t),7f(V,s)) I C(z) < m 
t, 350 
andfor t(f, P> E GY (Is, ~4) x CF (I s, oo[,), the solution u of (11.1, 2, 3) satisfies 
(111.46) SUP 
.I 
O” la;+, x)1” + @u(t, x)1” + J&a&@, x)12dx < m. 
t<0 = (t) 
Proof of Lemma 111.3. - Since Z, Z are integrable on ] - co, 01, we choose T > 0 to have 
(111.47) t 5 -T =+ I;(t)1 5 l/2. 
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Then putting 
E(t) = IIY? ~t4Il&-,tt) + *;, .I’ 
2 .i (t) Re (i3, ?L (t, X) 8, iz (t: x)) dx, 
we have for t < -T: 
; II %ZL, wlla,,;:, 5 w 5 W(~> d,4ll$(VJ). 
We calculate 
$ E(t) = 
./I 
2 Z (t) Re (at TJ (t, z) 8, u (t, z)) dx; 
2 (t) 
we deduce from (I.1 1) that 
&t) I k(t>E(t), 
where k (t) E L1 (1 - CCJ, 0[) neither depends on ‘u. nor on V. We conclude that E (t) is 
bounded as t + -20, and (111.45) is proved. 
Now we define 
We have 
v (t, x) z a, u (t, x) + z (t) a, u (t, x). 
d,2v-~~V+vv=2~dtd,7~+~ i&u-iV’u~<9, ‘u (6 25 (t)) = 0, t E R, 
v (s, x) = p(x) + z (s) f’ (x) E fl (x), 
a+ v (s: x) = f” (x) + z (s) f’ (x) - v (x) f(x) + x (s)p’ (x) f p1 (x). 
Therefore we can express v as 
“(v (t), 4 21 (t)) = uv (4 4 t(f~, PI) + /t uv (4 a> t&J, g(g)) da. 
s 
Using (I.1 l), (111.23) and (111.45) we obtain 
11% ct>, 4 v (t))llR (v, t) 
( Is 
t 
(111.48) SC 1+ h (4 (114 & 21 Wlb (12 (n), co[) + 1) da > s I> 
h E L1 (R-). 
We note that 
( -7 1 z2 dtd,u.=~~,l/-zd~v-ivu.+zbd,u. 
We deduce from (111.45), (111.47), (111.48) that for t, s 5 -T
IPt ax u WIILZ (]z(v),co[) I C’(II”(~ (fl), at ‘u (“Mt(v,cT) 
+ 11% (g), 4 u (4)II 31(1/,v)L 
(111.49) IIVJ (t), at ‘u (Ulh (V, t) t 
h (0) (II”b (01, at v (p))IIx (v, t) + 1) da I) 
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Hence Gronwall lemma implies 
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(111.50) ;;; II% (a at ~(~>>117-Icv,t, < cc. 
- 
On the other hand we have 
a,2u=atv-zazu-~atazu, a; u = at u - 2 a, u - z a, a, u + v uT 
therefore (111.46) follows from (111.45), (111.49), and (111.50). 
Q.E.D. 
Now it is convenient to introduce an isomorphism 7 (t) between ‘/Yin (V) and 7-L (V, t) 
defined for F- = t(finr pin) E ‘Hi,(V), by 
(111.51) 
C 
55 L 2 (t), 
[7(t) F-1 (x) = t(f;n (X - 2 (t)), pin (X - z @))I -2 (t) ,f;:, (X - 2 (t))). 
LEMMA 111.4. - Assuming hypotheses (I.1 1) and (111.23), 7 (t) is an isomorphism from 
Xi, (V) OMO X (V, t) and we have: 
(111.52) 
{ 
F = Yf, P) E 3-1 (V, t), x 2 0, 
[(I W’ FIG4 = “(f (x + z (t)), P (x + z 0)) + 4 (t) f’ (x + 2 (t))), 
(111.53) ‘;‘:l:‘l’W”‘“in (V),7i(V,t)) + lI(7(t))-111~(~H(V,t),~H;, (V))) < ea. 
- 
Proof of Lemma 111.4. - Denoting t(f, p) = 7 (t) t ( fin, pi,) we evaluate 
- IpI2 dx < 2 (1 + i2 (t)) 
s 
om If;‘,\” + lpin12 dx .I .,, IfI2 -i 
and with (111.24) 
.I’ 
O3 V(x) 
z (t) 
l-0 
If I2 dx 
5 I V (4 Ifin (x - 2 (Ul” dx = (t) 
O” + .I v (4 Ifin (4 + 0 s 
z--z(t) 
fi’n (Y) h/l* dz I 
i IIJ%== 12 @)I J* lfi’n12 dz + 2 s” V (4 l&l2 dx 
0 0 
+ 2 IlVllt- 12 WI” 1” Ifi’nl” dx. 
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Thus we obtain 
s:f II7 Ct> t(.fin~ Pin)llTf (V,t) 5 c (K Z)llt(.fin, Pin)llH;, (V). 
The proof for (7 (t))-’ defined by (111.52) is similar. 
Q.E.D 
LEMMA 111.5. - Assuming hypotheses (I. 11) and (111.23), we have: 
(111.54) V F- E ‘?-fin (V), II [I;” V> - 7 @>I u;” (f) F- 11~ (v, t) -+ 0, t-+--co. 
Proof of Lemma 111.5. - Since 7 (t) and 1,” (t) are uniformly bounded for t 5 0, we 
only consider F- = t(f;n, pi,) E Cr x Cr (10, a[). Denoting U?(t) F- = t(~, 6’, u), 
we evaluate 
IllI;” P> - T- @>I u;” (t> F-Ilk (v, t) 
ZZ 
.I o l%u(t, 
x - z (t))12 + ( - at u (t, x - 2 (t)) + i (t) a, u (t, x - z (t))l' 
= (t) 
+ V (x) Iu (t, x - z (t))l” dx + 
s 
cc 18, u (t, x) - a, u (t, x - z (t))12 
0 
+ 14 u (4 x) - at u (t, x - z (t)) + .i (t) d, u (t, x - z (t))l* dx 
+ 
s 
O3 v (4 b @, x> - u (6 x - z (t))12 dx 
I Iki[Zlla~cali’ L” (IO, m[) + (1+ 2 i2 (t>> IPZ u Ml;- (IO, m[) 
+ IPlb Iz (t>l IPZ u ca (]O,m[)l 
+ lx WI2 WC u Ml;2 (IO, cx3[) + 2 IPt ax u @)K (IO, m[) 
+ IIVIIP IPCZ u (WI Lz (IO, co[)l + 2 i2 G> IF, u (MS (IO, m[). 
Then, the Sobolev inequality 
llfll”,~ (IO, m[) 5 c Wll”,~ (IO, co[) + llf’ll”,2 (IO, m[)b 
gives 
IV@ (4 - I WI u; @> F-Ilk (V, t) 
I c (12 (t>l + Ii (a) [II% ?J, Wl”Lz (IO, co[) 
+ IId, ax ?J Wll2Lz (IO, co[) + lb ‘L1 Wl2L~ (IO, co& 
We remark that 
IP~ u (~)ll~~ (IO, cm[) + lPt& u (W (IO, ml) 
5 c [pz (& u) (t>llL2 (IO, m[) + II& cat u) wz (IO, a[) + IV? (t) F-II: (ri t,L 
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hence 
(111.55) 11% u @X2 (IO, rn[) + IPt 8, u (W (IO, co[) 
5 C’ [Il”(Pin, f,!, - V f;n>llCi, (v) + Ilt(hn, Pin)ll&n (v)l. 
We finally obtain 
ll[I$ (t) - 7 (t)] u; (t) F- II2 31 (v, t) 5 c (fin7 Pin) (Iz @>I + Ii @)I> 
and (111.54) follows from (1.11). 
Q.E.D. 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 111.2. We prove first the existence of IV; F- 
for F- E ‘Ffi, (V). Since we have by (111.45) 
;;; lluv (0, t) 1: (4 u: 0) F-llx(v,o) I C IIF-IIH;, (v)> 
it is sufficient to consider the case F- E Cr (10, OO[~) x Cr (IO, oo[,). Denoting 
U$’ (t) F- = t(~, 8, u), 7 (t) U$’ (t) F- = t(~, 8, w), u is a solution of: 
d,2V-a~v+Vu=g, for tER, z 2 2 (t), 21 (t, z(t)) = 0, t E R, 
g(t,x)z(-23 a x t I u - z a, u - i2 a: u + [V (z) - v (x - z (t))] u) (t, 2 - 2 (t)), 
tJ(O, 4 = fin (x - 2 (t)) = fl (x), 
&W (0, Z) = pi, (X - .Z (t)) - Z (0) f,‘, (LX - Z (t)) E pl (CC). 
Therefore we can express w as 
s 
t 
“(u (t), at tJ (t>> = uv (4 0) vi, Pl) + uv (t, 4” (0, 9 (4) da, 
0 
hence 
uv (0, t) 7 (t> Uv (t) F- = t(.fi, ~1) + 
s 
t 
Uv (0, 0) t(O, g (4) da. 
0 
As previously, using (I.1 l), (111.45), (111.55), we obtain 
s 
’ lib (0, 4 % ddlx(v,o) da < 00. 
We deduce that UV (0, r;o, (t) UV (t) F- has a limit as t --+ -cc, and by (111.45) and 
Lemma 111.5, Uv (0, t) 1: (t) UjJ’ (t) F- has the same limit as t + -cc: 
(111.56) IV,- F- = ,&lim Uv (0, t) 7 (t) Uv (t) F-. 
We conclude IV; is a bounded linear map from Xi, (V) into 3-1 (V, 0). Moreover, 
estimate (11.10) shows that it is a contraction. We adopt a similar approach for the 
existence of I+‘$’ F with F E ‘H (V, 0). Since we have by (111.45) 
;yt IlU$ C-4 [I: WI* uv (t> 0) Fllxm (v) 5 C IIJ’II~ (v,o), 
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it is sufficient to consider the case F E Cr (IQ, ~xJ[~) x Cr (1~0: x[,). Denoting 
Ut,? (-t, 0) F = ‘(u: &u) and [7(t)]-’ Ulr (t, 0) F = “(u. & %I), II is a solution of: 
a;w-a~v+vzl=g, for t E Iw, z 2 0, ~(t, 0) = 0, t E Iw: 
g (t, x) E 2 2 a, a, u + i a,, ‘U + 2 a,” 71, + [V (x) - v (x + z (t))] u) (t, z + z (t)), 
71(0; x) = f (z+z (t)) 3 fl (LIZ). a, 7J (0, z) = p (:c+z (t))+i (0) f’ (s+z (t)) E p1 (x). 
Therefore we can express PI as 
I 
t 
(111.57) [7(t)]-’ Uv (4 0) F = U;” (t) “(,A, PI) + lJ$’ (t - a) t(O, g (a)) da, 
. 0 
hence 
J 
t 
uv (6 0) F = 7 0) u; (t) t(fi, PI) + 7 (t) U$’ (t - a) t(O, g (CT)) da. 
0 
Then we deduce from Lemma III.2 that 
t 
Uv (t, 0)F = I;“(t)@ (t)t(fi, ~1) + I;” (t) U;?’ (t - CT)” (0, g (cJ)) da + E (t), 
E(t) E X(v, t)> 7-1(1’,0) --+ 0, t--t--co. 
Thus we get 
Uv (-t) [I$ (t)]* 9 (t, 0) F 
(111.58) = yfl? Pl) + 
J 
U;!’ (-CT)” (0, g (CT)) da + E’ (t), 
E’ (t) E Wn (VI, O IF (t)ll7t,, (V) --+ 0, t + --o;). 
As previously, using (I.1 I), (111.46) we obtain 
J 
’ II@’ (-4 t((A 9 (4)ll~,, (v)da < 00. 
We deduce U@ (-t) [@cy]* UV (t, 0) F has a limit as t -+ -00, we conclude W$!’ is a 
bounded map from 3-1 (V, 0) into ‘Hi, (V). We note following (111.57) and (111.58) we have 
(111.59) WC F = ,Jlim U$ (-t) [7(t)]-’ Ulr (t, 0) F. 
Now to prove (111.29) and (111.30) we write for F E 3-1 (V, 0) and F- E ‘Hin (V) taking 
account of (111.56) and (II1.59), 
(W$‘o IV,-) F- = ,‘-, im U;” (-t) [I(t)]-’ 7 (t) U$’ (t) F- = F-, 
(W,-oWg)F= 1’ ,>‘3, uv (0, t) 7 (t) [Q- @)I-’ uv (6 0) F = F. 
Q.E.D 
Theorem III.3 is a direct consequence of Theorems 1111.1, 111.2, and Remark 111.2. 
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IV. The wave operators associated with the flat asymptotic regions 
We now return to the four dimensional problem and investigate the two perturbations 
due to the moving boundary and the curvature of the space-time. We assume that the 
collapse satisfies generic assumptions (1.7) to (1.13). Our aim is to compare the dynamics 
--?z.+(1-~) (-~As2+d)]~=0, 
(IV.1) r, > z(t), 
!IJ (t, z (t), w) = 0, 
“(@ (4, & 6 (4) = a’, 
to the flat space-time Klein-Gordon equation in the neighbourhood of infinity 
and near the surface of the star, to plane waves having no angular dependence, falling 
towards the future horizon of the black-hole {t = oc} x {r = 2 M} x S2 
a2 
BH-~@BH=~, t, r* E w, w E s2. 
* 
We express formally the solution of (IV.l) at time t using its initial data at time s 
and a propagator U (t, s): 
(IV.4) w (t), at 9 (t>> = u (6 s) Q’, t, s E w. 
We introduce for the fields on R, the Hilbert space X (t) of finite energy fields at time t, 
completion of [Cr (1~ (t), oo[,* xS~>]” for the norm 
uv.5) IlYf, dllk (t) = I;s)s,.{ /&fIz+(l-?) 
X [-$ lvsz f12 + m2 1fi2] + 1111~) r2 dr, dw. 
PROPOSITION IV.l. - The propagator U (t, s) is a strongly continuous propagator on the 
Hilbert spaces 3-1 (t) and we have: 
(IV.6) s<t =+ IIW, 4llL(?f(S),X((t)) = 1, 
(IV.7) s <t, 4s) #z(t) =+ IIWS, tNL(H(t),H(s)) > 1, 
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(IV.9) V@ E X(O), ,Jym IV 0, 0) qln(t) = 0 @ Q, = 0, 
(IV. 10) 
If@ E Cr x Cr (].z (s), CXI[~,. xS2) then the solution 9 of(IV.1) belongs to C2 (52) and 
(IV.11) supp+ C]Z (s), J&.* xs; * suppQ(t, .)c [z(t), R+It-s([,*xs;. 
Remark IV.1. - We introduce the family of Hilbert spaces Xi (t) corresponding 
to fields with a singularity propagating along y, defined as the completion of 
[Cr (1~ (t), CO[,* xSz)12 for the norm 
(IV. 12) ll”U~ P>llf-L, (t) 
I&* f +A2 + I&* f - PI2 
x [ ,‘T lb f12 + m2 If 12] + lp12} r2 dr, du 
We conjecture that limt-++m ]]U (t, s) +]Jx ct) is equivalent to the norm on tii (s) and that 
(IV.13) ,scuP llw% t)llw1 ct1,3-11 (s))< c6I. _ >s 
According to Theorem 11.1, these results are true on each subspace generated by a finite 
number of spherical harmonics. Unfortunately, the constants in (11.14) and (11.15) seem 
to actually depend on IIVIIL-, therefore we cannot infer this conjecture from the one 
dimensional study of Part II, and we leave this problem open. 
An intermediate step consists in comparing the fields outside the collapsing star, with 
the fields outside the future Schwarzschild Black-Hole, solutions of: 
d2 1 d zd ----r 
at2 r2 69, * 
(IV. 14) 
a,+(l-y) (-;llAs~+m~)]B,..,t=o, 
(t, r*> w) E R x R x s2, 
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and the fields outside the stationary star in the past, solutions of: 
I[ d2 1 d _- at2 -4$+(1-y (-fa,2+ml)lsin=o, 7-2 dr, 
(IV. 15) (6 r*, w) E R x R x s2, r, > 0, 
V((t, w) E R x s2, *in Ct, O, w, = O, 
t(Qin (S), & *in (S)) = @in* 
In order to solve (IV.14) we introduce the Hilbert space F& of fields on the whole 
Schwarzschild space-like hypersurface, completion of [Cam (W,,* x Si)]” for the norm 
x [ $lV,p f12 + m2 lf 12] + lplz) r2 dr, dw. 
Then it is well known ([2], [S]) that the solution of (IV.14) is described by a unitary 
group Put (t) on XoUt: 
(IV.17) t(%ut (t), 4 QIl,,t (t)) = uout (t - 3) @out. 
Similarly, we introduce the Hilbert space Xi, of finite energy fields on the exterior of 
the star, which is asymptotically static in the past, completion of [Cr (IO, oc[,, x5’:)]* 
for the norm 
X [ $ 1V.s f12 + m2 lf12] + ip12} r2 dr, dw. 
Then the solution of (IV. 15) is described by a unitary group U’” (t) on %!in: 
(IV. 19) t(9i, (t), dt Pi, (t)) = U’” (t - S) ai,. 
Now we define the future and past Wave Operators: 
(IV.20) G E X(O), Wout @ = s - lim 
t++‘x 
Uollt (-t) ZoUt (t) U (t, 0) ip in XFlout i 
(IV.21) @in E 3-Iin, Wi, Cpi, = S - lim U (0, t) I’” (t) U’” (t) Q, t-i+m in ‘FI (0), 
where Put (t) is an isometry from E (t) into XFlout defined by: 
V@ E X(t): 
(IV.22) r* > 25 (t) =+- p+ (t) @] (r*, w) = Q, (r,, w). 
r* I z(t) + [P”t (t) q (r,, w) = 0, 
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and lin (1) is an isometry from ‘Ei,, into E(t) defined for @in E Xx,, by 
(IV.23) r*>o =+ [Iin (t) @in] (7.*. W) = ain (r*, W)3 
2 (t) 5  1’* < 0 * [Iin (t) @in] (1.*, W) = 0. 
Then the perturbation due to the collapse in the Schwarzschild metric is characterized by 
the Scattering Operator 
(IV.24) ‘2 = WlUt O wi, ’ 
To describe the range of this operator, we introduce a subspace Aout of F&: 
(IV.23 
THEOREM IV. 1. - Assuming the collapse to satisJjl (1.7) to (I. 13) we have: 
1) wout is an isomorphism from l-l (0) into Aout. It satisfies: 
(IV.26) IIWo11t f%“,,, 5 II% (0). II~o~tll~~~H(o),~H,,,,) = 1 
and the range of Wollt is dense in Ac,ut. 
2) Wi, is an isomorphism .from ‘Hi, onto ‘FI (0) and satisjes: 
(IV.27) IIwii +inll’R (0) I ll@inllR,,~ 
3) Sz is an isomorphism ,from Xi, into Aout. It satisjes: 
(IV.28) IIs, +inII%,,t 5 Il@inll7-r,, 
and the range of S, is dense in Aout. 
At space-like infinity, the term -2 Mm2 r’- ’ in (1V.I) is a long range perturbation of 
the Klein-Gordon equation on the Minkowski space-time (IV.2). According to [2], [S] we 
compare the solutions of (IV.1) at infinity with fields in the Minkowski space-time which 
are governed by a Dollard-modified free dynamics. Let I& be the Hilbert space 
(IV.29) xc = Rf, v); f; %a: f, p E L2 (R;, dz)}: 
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(IV.30) IlV> ml, = s 
{lb: f (41” + m2 If (4” + IP (x)1”} dz, w3 
s 
and Uz (t) the unitary propagator given for t # 0 by 
(IV.31) 
where 
ug (t) = cos (t II, + D log t) B&l sin (t B, + D log L) 
-I?, sin (t B, + D log t) cos (t B, + D log t) 1 . 
(IV.32) B, = (-&q + m2)1’2, 
Here, for f E Cr (Rz) we have: 
D = -Mm2 ]Vq I-l, log t z sign (t) log It]. 
(IV.33) (IVFq 1-l f) (4 = 7-l K-’ V)L 
where 3 denotes the Fourier transform 
Now we choose a smooth cut-off function x such that 
(IV.34) x E C” (k*), 
r*<c =+ x(r*) = 0, r*>d*x(r*)=l, o<c<a! 
and we define a (bounded) identifying operator Z& between IFI (t) and 3-1, by identifying 
the Euclidean norm of z E R3 with T+ > 0, and by putting 
(IV.35) 
{ 
a E T-l(t), n: E R3, V& 0) a) (4 = x CT*) Q, CT*, WI, 
r* = 1x1, w = lc7f1 5. 
We consider the time dependent modified Wave Operators Wgt, Wk!: 
(IV.36) + E 3-t (01, Wg” + = s - ,)lim Uz (-t) Z& (t) U (t, 0) Q, in XFI,, 
(IV.37) Q, E 7-L,, WE- ao3 = s - ,Jlim U (0, t)Z& (t) 17: (t) Qw in ‘FI (0). 
To investigate the behaviour of fields near the Black-Hole horizon {t = +cc} x {r = 
2 M} x S:, we define the Hilbert space ~-LBH, completion of [Cr (W,* x S;)]” for the norm 
(IV.38) IIV, PML,, = 4M2 J’{ 1 &f I2 +lPl2}d7.*G 
as well as its subspace -Ann 
(4.39) d,, = closure{t(f. 7&f), f E C?(] -00, 4.*xSZ), 
f CT*> w) = 0 for r, 5 0 ) 
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and the unitary group Unn (t) defined on ?tuu by 
(IV.40) @BH E XBH, [UBH(~)+.BH](T*, W) = @BH(~+~*,W). 
Given x satisfying (IV.34), we define a bounded identifying operator Z$, (t) from 7-1 (t) 
into Xnn given for @ E X (t) by 
(IV.41) T* 2 25 (t) =+ [I& (t) @)I (%, w, = (l - x (T*)) ’ (‘*: w>: T* 5 z (t) =+ [I,“, (t) @] (T*, w, = O. 
We introduce the Wave Operator Wg$ at the horizon 
Finally we define the Scattering Operator S describing the scattering by the collapse of 
the star and the curvature of the space time: 
(IV.43) S = [WZU,” $ Wz”] 0 WE- : XFI, + 7-t~~ $ tiFI,. 
THEOREM IV.2. - Assuming the collapse to satisfjl (1.7) to (1.13), we have: 
1) wig $ wzt is a bounded operator from ‘Ft (0) into JIBH $3-1,, independent of x 
satisfying (IV.34), and we have 
(IV.44) IIWE;” @ T31L(R((0),7fBH63~H,) = 1, 
(IV.45) (Wgi” $ Wgt) [X(O)] is dense in &n $ ?&,. 
2) Wz- is an isomorphism from Xa onto ‘FI (0), independent of x satisbing (IV.34) and 
(IV.46) IlC- %4x (0) 5 II~o&L. 
3) S is an isomorphism from ?I, into ABH $ ?&,; the range of S is dense in ABH $ l-l, 
and 
(IV.47) IIS@mIIxBH@~Hm 5 ll@c&f& 
The characterization of the ranges of these operators is delicate for the reasons explained 
in Remark IV. 1. Nevertheless we have a complete description for each spherical harmonics. 
If E is a space of distributions on In, b[t x5’:, E c Lt,, (]a, b[c xS2) we denote l&,, 
the projector on the subspace El, ,,L c Lf,, (]a, b[~) @ Yl, m, generated by the spherical 
harmonic K, m, 1 E N, Jml < I: 
(IV.48) 
E E E, I E la, b[, 0 E s2, 
(n,,n,E) (I> 0) = (./ E(I, 4&m (w)dw) x,, (0). SL 
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THEOREM IV.3. - Assuming the coElupse to satisfy (1.7) to (1.13), W;it CB Wz” can be 
extended us an isomorphism from IIl,, [‘FII (0)] onto Ill,, [&H $7-&l. 
Proof of Proposition IV. 1. - We can easily express 7-L (t) and U (t, s) using the Hilbert 
space ‘Ft (I$, t) and propagator U, (t, s) of part II, associated with potential (11.5): 
where we have, for Q, E X(t) and F E IH(K, t), 
(IV.49) 
(R@) (T w) = ?-Q, (z, 4, 
R-l (F 8 K,,) CT*, w) = r-l F (z) @ K,, (w), 
(IV.50) z=r*=r+2Mlog(r-2M), r>2M. 
Now (IV.6), (IV.7), (IV.8), (IV.9), (IV.1 1) follow from Theorem 11.1, and (IV.10) is a 
consequence of (111.45). To justify Remark IV.l, we note that 
‘FI1 (t) = R-l 5 mg ‘HI (K, t) csq,. 
LO m=-l 
Q.E.D 
Proof of Theorem IV. 1. - We have the following identities: 
uou"(t) = R-l 
[ 
fg mg u$yt)@l 1 R, .!P(t) = R-1 [ gj$ mg U;(t)@ 1 R, k0 m=-f 1=0 m=-l 1 
IoUt (t) = R-l 
i 
6 g Z$” (t) @ 1 R, 1 I’“@) = R-1 [ @J mG 1; (t) @ 1 R. l=O m=-l l=O m=-l 1 
Thanks to Remark III.2 and Theorem III.2 we have 
wyt II L (7-1 Pi, 01, %,t (V)) = 1, II~,llr.~?-I,“~~~,7-1~v,,O)) 5 1, 
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therefore the wave operators are well defined by the following direct sums 
and Theorem IV.1 follows from Theorems 111.1 and 111.2. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem IV.2. - We shall need two lemmas expressing the strong asymptotic 
completeness for the scattering problems, i.e. the comparison of Put (t) with U$ (t) and 
UBH (t) when t + M, and the comparison between U’” (t) and Uz (t) when t + -30. 
Then we introduce the following wave operators: 
W.52) aout E 7-Lt. s - &lK, UBH (+I;, UoUt(t)%~t in tinn, 
where x satisfies (IV.34), and we define the bounded identifying operators, 12, from ‘NOlout 
into RBH, Z& from 7-& into E,, 12 i1, from tiFI, into ‘/Yin U T-lout, given by: 
LEMMA IV. 1. - Strong limits (IV.5 I), (IV.52) exist, do not depend on x sati@ing (IV.34), 
and dejine contractions Cl=” and QFG such that fE$G $ Rzt is an isometry from I-& onto 
?t~ff $ 7-l, and from A,,,lt onto &I $ l-t,. 
Prooj - Firstly we prove the boundness of operators Z& and 12. We easily check 
that for (Pout = ‘(f, p) E FLt 
II% @out IIH, + II% @out II?tBH 
I c (xl w’out ll%,,t + (ld l2 j &I’ I2 (l+r”)d7*dw)1’z]. 
We have for f E Cr (I!%. x Sz) 
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thus we conclude that 
(IV.58) llZ& @outll~H, + lp& ~“utll~xBE, 5 C’ (x) /I%mt(/x,,,, . 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove the existence of limits (IV.51) and (IV.52) for a dense 
subspace of 3-I,,,t. To do that, we introduce the two operators 
where Z& is defined from ‘Ft, into ‘J%,,,~ by: 
(IV.61) @‘oo E K,, T* E R, w E 9, (I2 am) (7.*, w) = x (r.,) am (x = 7’* w) 
and I& is formally defined from ?fnn into tiFUt by: 
(IV.62) 
{ 
+BH E XBH, 1’* E R, w E s”, 
(I&j @BH) (r.*, w) = (1 - x (T*)) @BH (T*, w). 
Using (IV.57) we easily prove I& is a bounded map from by ‘FI, into ‘F&, unlike 
I& which is unbounded from ‘Huu into ?&,,t. To overcome this difficulty and prove the 
existence of limits (IV.59), (IV.60) for suitable fields, we define the subspaces: 
(IV.63) 
(IV.65) vcc = {“(f, P) E ‘FIm, F-f, FP E c,- @\uw. 
In [2] we have established the following fundamental result: limits (IV.59) and (IV.60) 
exist respectively in IFI, and 2&, and do not depend on x satisfying (IV.34). Moreover 
they can be extended as an isometry St;, $02 from V& $ ‘FI, into ‘HFlout and the strong 
asymptotic completeness holds, i.e. 
(IV.66) (Cl:, $02) (V,“, 63 VD,) is dense in X0,, . 
Therefore to prove Lemma IV.l, we show that limits (IV.51) (IV.52) exist for 
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and that 
(IV.68) ngt aout = aa, ny; (Pout = Q’BH. 
Thus, given Qout satisfying (IV.67), our aim is to prove that 
s(t) + 0, t + cm, 
(IV.69) 6 (t) E I/U,” (-t)Z& uout (t) aout - %P’oo(l~H, 
+IIUBH (-t)Z& U”“t ct) @Pout - @BHII~~HBH. 
Since Ui and UBH are unitary, we have 
(IV.70) 
+ llz;, UoUt(t)%ut - UBH (t) @BH])~-IBH. 
Because of (IV.67) we can write 
(IV.7 1) uout (t) GP,,t = I& @i ct> @cc + 1;~ UBH (t) @BH + &,t (t), 
(IV.72) G3ut (t) E %ut; II&out (who,,, -+ 01 
Taking account of (IV.71), (IV.70) becomes 
t --f 30. 
UV.73) 6 (t) 5 II(z$Ii$ - 1) u: (t) %&in, + III& I,:, UBH (t) @BHIbi, 
+ k%H r& @) @i b) @.ooIiXm -t- ll(& - 1)) UBH @) @BH~H 
+ c (x) II&o”t w ho,,, . 
The decay of the local energy (in the sense of ‘HFI, or Enn) of Uz (t) Qm and UBH (t) @BH, 
as t tends to infinity, implies 
(IV.74) II(% r2 - I) u: @) k&fH, + 11% I& UBH @) @BHb, 
+ llzj$, I& @i @) @c&m + O. 
On the other hand, for @nn E DiH, we have (I,:, - 1) UBH (t) @nn = 0 for t large 
enough. We conclude that (IV.67) and (IV.68) are satisfied. To complete the proof of the 
lemma, it is sufficient to prove that 
(IV.75) (f$, $ fi&) (DzH $ D,) is dense in A,,,. 
According to (IV.66), Qi, $ L?L is an isometry from ‘HiH $3-1, onto tiFUt where 
(IV.76) XiH = closure of DzH in Ffnn. 
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Therefore, given aout E J& and E > 0, there exist @m E ‘&, +nu E ‘?&kjn, @E, E DD,, 
agH = t(f& P&H = & &n) E @,, T(E) > 0, such that 
(IV.77) a out = f& @BH + fl; @cm, 
(IV.79) t 1 T(E) + llI:H UBH (t) Q~H + 12 UE (t) @L - Uout (t) @‘.outII~H,,t I 2E. 
For t large enough, IgH Unu (t) @bH + 1& Uz (t) @& = Inu (t) @bH for T, 2 -t. Then 
(IV.79) and (IV.25) imply 
Now we choose some functions 0 (T*) and K (T,) satisfying 
0 5 0 E C,-(R), 
s 
l9=1, r*<l * !9(r*)=O, 
K E C” P\(O)), T* # 10, 21 =+ K (T*) = 0, T* E [O, l] =+ K (T,) = 1 
For j, k E N, we define 
fj, k b-*, “J) = 
s 
j 0 [j (G - S)] f& (S, W) K (Sk-‘) ds, Pj,k = & .fj,k. 
* 
It is clear that “( fj, k, pj, k) E QH, moreover (IV.80) and a standard calculation assure 
that for j, k large enough we have 
(IV.81) Il%a - “(fj, kr Pj, k)hm 5 4e. 
For such a (j, k), we denote G$i = “(fj, k, pj, k) and by (IV.77), (IV.78), (IV.81), we 
estimate 
Hence (IV.75) is established. 
Q.E.D. 
We return to the proof of Theorem IV.2. We first prove that, if limits (IV.36) and 
(IV.42) exist for some x satisfying (IV.34), then they exist for any choice of functions x1 
satisfying (IV.34) and do not depend on these functions. For Q, E ‘FI (0), we put 
’ ct> = ll[‘;H (t) - %;, @)] u (6 O) @IIXm + 11[25$ (t) - zg (t)] u (6 0) @[j?i,, 
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so we have to show that 
(IV.82) 
We remark that 
h (t) + 0, t + 3s. 
(IV.83) 6 (t) L c II=““t (t) u (t, 0) @(l&, 
(IV.84) sz x-x1 
[ 
0 
0 1 x-x1 . 
Thanks to Theorem IV.1, there exists Qout E ‘Ft,,,, such that 
(IV.85) /IIPt (t) u (t, 0) 0 - Uor’t (t) (PoutlJ3-l”L,t + 0: 
We deduce from (IV.83) and (IV.85) that 
(IV.86) (5 (t) 5 c II= uout (“) %&f,,,,t + El (t). El (t) * 0, t i cc. 
Now given E > 0, (IV.66) assures there exist QL E D,, @u E Din, 1’ (E) > 0, such that 
pout - (& Q’EBH + $22 qJllx”,,t I E. 
and for t > T (E) 
(IV.88) II-r,“;, UBH (t) @‘,, + 12 u,D (t) @: - Uout (t) @out 117-t<,,,, < 2 &* 
We obtain from (IV.86), (IV.87) and (IV.88) that 
On the one hand, Z UBH (t) @bH = 0 for t large enough, on the other hand, we know 
by [2] or [S] that UL (t) @& tends to 0, locally in FL as t tends to infinity. We conclude 
that there exists T’ (E) such that 
t 2 T’(E) j h(t) 5 GE. 
hence (IV.82) is established. Now we note that for Cp E 7-t (0) 
(IV.89) (RgG 0 Woat) @ = s - ,liyk Unn (-t)Z&rZ”“t (t) U (t, 0) Q, in %BH. 
(IV.90) 
Since 
(IV.91) z;,P”“(t) = z&(t), z&Z”““(t) = z&(t), 
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we conclude that 
(IV.92) R g++ 0 Wout = wgu,“, a:” 0 Wor,t = wz” 
and the first part of Theorem IV.2 follows from Theorem IV. 1 and Lemma IV. 1. 
LEMMA IV.2. - The strong limit (IV.53) exists, does not depend on x sati&ing (IV.34), 
and dejnes an isometry R& from ‘H, onto Xi,. 
Proof? - The existence of (IV.53) easily follows from the Cook method and the decay 
estimates for propagator Ug (t) of [8]. By the same way we prove (IV.53) does not depend 
on x. To show that this map is onto, we introduce the operator 
(IV.93) @i* E %*I, flFlt @in = S - ,liin, Uout (-t) I::“” U’” (t) fin in 7&,t, 
where IiO,’ is defined for @in E ‘Hin, w E S2, by 
(IV.94) 
1 
r*>o + (IFct @in) (r.*r w, = @in (T*, W), 
r*<o 3 (I?” (ai,) (T*, W) = 0. 
We note that )IUout (-t) lzt U’” (t) @in]]xFl,,t = l]@in]1x,,,. Thus, it is sufficient to establish 
the existence of limit (IV.93) on a dense subspace of %!i,. We consider 
(IV.95) 
@in (T*, w, = t(.fin (T*), rlf,!,, (T*)) @ K,m (W), 
17 = + or -, fir, E Cr (10, m[). 
We introduce several selfadjoint operators hi,, hoUt, ho, defined by 
UV.96) 
1 d 
hn,out,O = -- ~ 2 T& + r2 dr, * 
(1-F) (qJ+d). 
with the domains 
(IV.97) D (hn) = {f 6 L2 (10, W[T-*, 7.’ dr,); hi” f E L2 (IO. oO[,*, r* dr,)}, 
(IV.981 D (but) = {f E L2 (1 - m, CO[~+, r2 dr,); bout f E L2 (1 - co; CO[,*. r2 dr,)}, 
(IV.99) II (ho) = {f E L2 (1 - co, CO[,*, r2 dr,): 
ho f E L2 (1 - 00, 03[,*, r2 dr,) and f (0) = 0). 
where the boundary condition f (0) = 0 . is well defined thanks to the Sobolev imbedding 
IJ (ho) c H:,c (W) c C1 (RI. 
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For such a data satisfying (IV.95) we have: 
We note that fin $ 0 E D (ha) and 
i 
put (-t) I?$” uin (t) c&, = t(,-v;thd!: evithh’* (hn g o), 
rle -7 i thk!f eq it hiI2 (fin @ 0)) @ X,m. 
Thus, since (hoUt + i)-’ - (ho + i)- i is of finite rank, the Kuroda-Birman theorem and 
the invariance principle [15] assure there exists fout E D (h,,,) such that 
e-)) i th;;; eq it h;/= 
uin @ 0) 4 fout in D (h,,,) as t i -c0. 
We conclude that the strong limit (IV.93) exists and Ry$ is an isometry from IFli, 
into P&. NOW, given @in arbitrary in ‘Hi*, the previous result implies that there exists 
@ out in ;Ftout such that 
(IV.100) 
We put 
IT” U’” (t) @in - Uout (t) Gout + 0 in ;Ft,,t aS t -+ --oO. 
(IV.101) @cm = TRO,UtTcPmt E Pi,, 
1 0 
T= 0 -1. [ 1 
Since 
we have: 
T Uz (t) T = U,D (-t), T Put (t) T = Uout (-t), 
hence 
(IV. 102) UL (t) am - 12 Uout (t) (Pout + 0 in 7-& as t t --co. 
We deduce from (IV.100) and (IV. 102) that: 
U’” (t) @in - 2&, in Uz (t) @, -+ 0 in Xi, as t -+ --oO 
and therefore 
(IV. 103) @in = Rz @p,. 
Q.E.D 
To achieve the proof of Theorem IV.2, we write for @m E YI-&, 
u (0, t) I2 (t) u,” (t) @, = [U (0, t) I’” (t) U’” (t)] [P (-t) I&p: (t)] am, 
hence Theorem IV.1 and Lemma IV.2 assure the existence of strong limit (IV.37) and 
(IV. 104) WL- a’, = (Wi, 0 n&y cp,. 
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Since Rk is an isometry, (IV.46) follows from (IV.27) and Wz- is onto. At last, the 
properties of S are directly deduced from the results of the Wave Operators. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem IV.3. - We have 
(IV. 105) wg $ wg” = (02; $ n$) 0 Wout. 
The spherical invariance implies that 
(IV.106) (Wgy,” $ W$y) 0 I&, = (ng $ Rg) 0 nz,, 0 Wout 0 &,m; 
(IV.107) 
Moreover we have: 
W out 0 a, m = R-l[wy"@l]R. 
(IV. 108) IIZ,, [Xl (O)] = 72-l 1x1 (vl, 0) @ qm1, 
(IV.109) Hz,, (-hut) = R-l [dwt (K) 8 J&n], 
and by Lemma IV.1 we have: 
(IV.1 10) (RF; ~fE)oI&r&m) = nz,m(dm @'K). 
Now, Theorem III-1 assures WTt is an isomorphism from X1 (Vz, 0) onto Aout (&). 
Therefore we deduce from (IV.106) to (IV.110) that Wgit $ WEt can be extended as an 
isomorphism from I&, m [‘FIl (o)] OntO HZ,, (-Am @ %). 
Q.E.D. 
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